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Deformation of Debris-Ice Mixtures
Abstract
Mixtures of rock debris and ice are common in high-latitude and high-altitude environments and are thought
to be widespread elsewhere in our solar system. In the form of permafrost soils, glaciers, and rock glaciers,
these debris-ice mixtures are often not static but slide and creep, generating many of the landforms and
landscapes associated with the cryosphere. In this review, a broad range of field observations, theory, and
experimental work relevant to the mechanical interactions between ice and rock debris are evaluated, with
emphasis on the temperature and stress regimes common in terrestrial surface and near-surface environments.
The first-order variables governing the deformation of debris-ice mixtures in these environments are debris
concentration, particle size, temperature, solute concentration (salinity), and stress. A key observation from
prior studies, consistent with expectations, is that debris-ice mixtures are usually more resistant to
deformation at low temperatures than their pure end-member components. However, at temperatures closer
to melting, the growth of unfrozen water films at ice-particle interfaces begins to reduce the strengthening
effect and can even lead to profound weakening. Using existing quantitative relationships from theoretical and
experimental work in permafrost engineering, ice mechanics, and glaciology combined with theory adapted
from metallurgy and materials science, a simple constitutive framework is assembled that is capable of
capturing most of the observed dynamics. This framework highlights the competition between the role of
debris in impeding ice creep and the mitigating effects of unfrozen water at debris-ice interfaces.
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Abstract Mixtures of rock debris and ice are common in high-latitude and high-altitude environments and
are thought to be widespread elsewhere in our solar system. In the form of permafrost soils, glaciers, and rock
glaciers, these debris-ice mixtures are often not static but slide and creep, generating many of the landforms
and landscapes associated with the cryosphere. In this review, a broad range of ﬁeld observations, theory, and
experimental work relevant to the mechanical interactions between ice and rock debris are evaluated, with
emphasis on the temperature and stress regimes common in terrestrial surface and near-surface environments.
The ﬁrst-order variables governing the deformation of debris-ice mixtures in these environments are debris
concentration, particle size, temperature, solute concentration (salinity), and stress. A key observation fromprior
studies, consistent with expectations, is that debris-ice mixtures are usually more resistant to deformation at
low temperatures than their pure end-member components. However, at temperatures closer to melting,
the growth of unfrozen water ﬁlms at ice-particle interfaces begins to reduce the strengthening effect and can
even lead to profound weakening. Using existing quantitative relationships from theoretical and experimental
work in permafrost engineering, ice mechanics, and glaciology combined with theory adapted frommetallurgy
and materials science, a simple constitutive framework is assembled that is capable of capturing most of the
observed dynamics. This framework highlights the competition between the role of debris in impeding ice
creep and the mitigating effects of unfrozen water at debris-ice interfaces.
1. Introduction
Mixtures of rock debris and water ice occur in many surface and near-surface environments, both on Earth
and beyond. Approximately 15% of Earth’s land surface is characterized by frozen ground or perennial ice
cover [Zhang et al., 2000]. While some of this area is dominated by ice-free soil or pure, sediment-free ice, a
signiﬁcant portion contains mixtures of ice and rock debris. Debris-ice mixtures may also exist—or may have
existed at some point in the past—at or near the surface of Mars and the outer moons of Jupiter, leaving
behind planetary landscapes reminiscent of Earth’s icy regions [Showman and Malhotra, 1999; Baker, 2008].
The mechanical properties of these debris-ice mixtures affect the stability of frozen soils [Darrow et al., 2012],
the genesis and geometry of glacial and periglacial landforms [Haeberli et al., 2006; Kääb and Kneisel, 2006],
and the dynamics of ice masses [Dahl-Jensen et al., 1997; Cohen, 2000]. Without a complete understanding
of the constitutive properties of these debris-ice mixtures, management, modeling, and interpretation that
depend on such an understanding remain fraught with uncertainty.
The mechanics and dynamics of debris-ice mixtures have been studied extensively by engineers and
geoscientists for more than half of a century [Arenson et al., 2007]. Despite this great attention, a coherent
quantitative framework for the constitutive properties of debris-ice mixtures has not yet emerged. This may
be due, in part, to apparently conﬂicting observations reported in ﬁeld measurements and laboratory
experiments and to poor or selective integration of observations and measurements across the invested
disciplines. This review represents an attempt to assemble key literature from ﬁeld, laboratory, and modeling
studies of debris-ice mixtures, to assimilate relevant observations from allied disciplines like materials science
and mineral physics, and to characterize the present state of knowledge relevant to the problem. A primary
objective is to arrive at a conceptual model for deformation of debris-ice mixtures that captures the dominant
processes involved and to supply quantitative representations of these processes. In the process, key areas of
future research need are highlighted.
An often repeated axiom is that the debris-ice composite under a given set of loading conditions is stronger
than the pure end-member components [Ting et al., 1983]. Many highly cited experimental data sets
support this generalization for a broad range of debris concentrations, stress magnitudes, and temperature
conditions [Goughnour and Andersland, 1968; Hooke et al., 1972; Baker, 1979; Ting et al., 1983; Nickling and
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Bennett, 1984; Durham et al., 1992]. Some ﬁeld
measurements of shear strength or strain heterogeneity in
debris-bearing ice surrounded by clean ice or unfrozen
debris at the same stress and temperature are also
consistent with this result [Dort, 1967; Baker, 1986; Rabus and
Echelmeyer, 1997; Fitzsimons et al., 1999]. However, several
other widely cited ﬁeld studies indicate precisely the
opposite: addition of debris weakens ice such that it deforms
more rapidly than clean ice under similar conditions [Fisher
and Koerner, 1986; Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987;
Cohen, 2000]. Still other observations suggest that ice
rheology is largely unaffected by the presence of modest
concentrations of debris inclusions [Cuffey et al., 2000b;
Jacka et al., 2003]. Together, these observations along with
many others raise question about the validity of the
generalization above. Instead, one might ask: How does
addition of debris particles affect the deformation of ice?
How does the addition of ice to the pore spaces of a
granular material affect its deformation? These two
questions form the central themes of this review.
A cursory review of the literature cited above leaves the
impression that one cannot conﬁdently predict the
constitutive properties of debris-ice mixtures. This puzzle is
embodied in Figure 1, which originally appeared in a 1962
article by George K. Swinzow [Swinzow, 1962] documenting
debris-bearing ice layers intersected in an ice tunnel
excavated in the margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet near
Thule. The author noted that layers of ice containing
suspended silt particles seemed to creep more rapidly into
the constricting ice tunnel than the surrounding clean ice
(Figure 1a). In contrast, layers of otherwise similar debris-bearing ice but containing greater concentrations of
large particles in contact with one another appeared to be stiffer than the surrounding clean ice (Figure 1b).
Swinzow inferred from this observation that in low concentrations, debris causes weakening of the ice,
whereas concentrations high enough to permit most debris particles to touch one another strengthens the
ice [Swinzow, 1962].
Several later authors found experimentally that the volumetric debris concentration was a primary factor in
determining the constitutive properties of debris-ice mixtures. Most of these studies documented that
increasing debris concentration resulted in strengthening over the full range of concentrations, in contrast
with Swinzow’s observations [Goughnour and Andersland, 1968; Baker, 1979; Ting et al., 1983; Ladanyi and
Morel, 1990; Durham et al., 1992]. However, a few laboratory studies and several ﬁeld studies have concluded
that debris concentrations less than about 42% by volume can sometimes lead to signiﬁcant weakening
[Hooke et al., 1972; Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987; Bucki and Echelmeyer, 2004; Song et al., 2005]. To explain
these apparently contradictory observations, some researchers have appealed to the potential inﬂuence of
unfrozen water concentration with or without solutes [Cohen, 2000; Cuffey et al., 2000b], particle size, or ice
crystal size [Fisher and Koerner, 1986; Cuffey et al., 2000a].
In the interest of generality, the mechanical properties of debris-ice mixtures are described herein by
comparison with their pure end-member components: dry granular debris and pure polycrystalline ice. While
this strategy may in some circumstances compromise speciﬁcity, relationships obtained in this manner are
more readily scaled across temperature and stress regimes. I focus primarily on the stress and temperature
ﬁelds characteristic of Earth’s surface and near-surface environments, where glaciers and permafrost reside
but incorporate observations and measurements from outside this scope when they illuminate the problem
at hand. Nevertheless, much of the physical framework obtained from observations of debris-ice mixtures
in terrestrial near-surface settings may be applied to analogous materials in more extreme terrestrial
a.
b.
Figure 1. Illustration reprinted from Swinzow [1962]
showing the different rheological relationships
between clean glacier ice and two different types of
englacial debris band intersected by a tunnel exca-
vated into the margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet. (a)
As the ice walls of the tunnel (solid lines) creep inward
from their initial aperture (denoted by the dashed
line), debris bands characterized by sparse, silt-sized
debris (<50%by volume) creepmore readily than the
surrounding clean ice and are extruded farther into
the tunnel. (b) In contrast, bands with coarser, more
closely packed debris (>50% by volume) where
particles touch one another appear more rigid than
the surrounding ice and are recessed into the tunnel
wall. This ﬁgure is reproduced with permission from
the International Glaciological Society.
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environments (e.g., methane hydrate-bearing
sediments) and to extraterrestrial debris-ice
mixtures. A ﬁnal note at the outset: to
eliminate confusion, the term “debris” is used
here to refer broadly and collectively to solid
inclusions of any size and composition, from
dust to boulders. The term “particle” will be
reserved for an individual piece of this debris,
and the term “grain” will refer to ice crystals.
2. Field Observations
2.1. Glaciers
Compared with most naturally occurring
crystalline substances (e.g., rock), glacier ice is
remarkably pure, containing less than 1%
solid impurities by volume [Drewry, 1986].
They are, nevertheless, among Earth’s most effective agents of sediment transport, moving at least an order
of magnitude as more rock per unit glacierized area than rivers [Hallet et al., 1996]. While some debris may be
transported in deforming basal till layers or in subglacial streams, a large proportion of a glacier’s sediment
load may be transported within moving ice [Boulton, 1967; Clapperton, 1975; Alley et al., 1997]. Debris content
can vary spatially within a glacier, prompting several authors to deﬁne distinct glacier ice “facies” [Lawson,
1979b; Hubbard and Sharp, 1995; Hubbard et al., 2009]. In most facies descriptions, crystal size and fabric,
bubble concentration, and debris content are the most important distinguishing criteria. Table 2 lists a subset
of the ice facies (as deﬁned by Hubbard and Sharp [1995]) and approximate ranges of corresponding debris
concentrations drawn frommany of the papers cited herein. Debris concentrations (by volume) among these
facies range from trace amounts to densely packed granular networks of grains exceeding 80% by volume
(Table 1). The highest debris concentrations in glaciers are typically found in basal ice layers and frozen
substrate within a fewmeters of the bed (Figure 2). Basal ice may contain sediment concentrations exceeding
80% by volume, formed by ice inﬁltration or adfreezing onto the substrate [Knight, 1997]. Englacial sediment
is usually found in much smaller concentrations, except where sediment transported by wind or water, or
mass wasting from valley walls deposits debris onto the ice surface in the accumulation zone [Eyles and
Rogerson, 1978] or where glaciotectonic or hydraulic processes uplift basal sediment into englacial positions
[Alley et al., 1997]. Speciﬁc debris entrainment and transport processes and their structural and textural
signatures are myriad and complex but beyond the scope of the present review—interested readers are
referred to the excellent reviews by Alley et al. [1997] and Benn and Evans [2010].
The presence of very small concentrations of debris particles has been associated with large impacts on the
dynamics of glaciers and ice sheets. The Greenland Ice Sheet and many of the smaller ice caps of the northern
high latitudes contain ice dating back to the last glacial maximum or even to earlier glacial periods [Paterson,
1991]. These intervals in ice cores have been found to contain atmospheric dust, presumably due to dry and
windy glacial conditions. Ice core records indicate that the apparent viscosity of this ancient particle-laden
ice is 2–4 times smaller than that in the overlying clean Holocene ice, suggesting that ice ﬂow is greatly
enhanced in areas containing ice age ice [Fisher and Koerner, 1986; Dahl-Jensen and Gundestrup, 1987]. The
dust-bearing ice also frequently has smaller ice crystals, which may promote diffusive creep and thereby
account for enhanced ﬂow at low deviatoric stresses [Fisher and Koerner, 1986; Durand et al., 2006]. At a small
temperate glacier in Norway, Cohen [2000] also found debris-bearing basal ice to be weaker than the clean
ice above it, but interpreted this to result from unfrozen water at the ice-debris interface, and perhaps
localized deformation along wetted bands of particles.
Weak debris-laden ice has also been reported from a subglacial tunnel in the margin of cold Chinese glacier,
Urumqi Glacier #1 [Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987]. In this highly cited study, the authors installed arrays
of passive markers in the tunnel walls within clean englacial ice as well as in frozen subglacial debris. The
authors indicated that this frozen debris contained 38% ice by weight in multiple places [Echelmeyer and
Zhongxiang, 1987, pp. 85, 86, 91] but then discussed their result in terms of volumetric debris concentrations
Table 1. Ranges of Debris Concentration f in Materials in Glacial
and Periglacial Environmentsa
Material Debris Concentration (by Volume)
Massive frozen soil 0.4–0.88
Ice-rich permafrost 0.2–0.6
Massive/wedge ice 0–0.05
Frozen subglacial sediment 0.5–0.89
Englacial debris bands trace–0.8
Solid facies basal ice 0.1–0.75
Laminated-facies basal ice 0.02–0.2
Dispersed facies basal ice trace–0.1
Clear facies basal ice 0–0.05
Antarctic “amber” ice 0.02
Englacial ice 0–0.01
aData sources: Clapperton [1975], Lawson [1979b], Drewry [1986],
Hubbard and Sharp [1995], Knight [1997], Andersland and Ladanyi
[2004] and Bray [2012].
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that exceed 60% [Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987, p. 93]. If the former estimates are correct and the latter
assertion mistaken, the correct volumetric debris concentrations, computed using their quoted debris density
of 3250kg/m3, were probably closer to 31% or 42%, depending on their deﬁnition of percent by weight (i.e.,
ice/total or ice/debris). In any case, at a temperature of2°C, the relative displacements of their passive markers
over a period of several weeks indicated that the frozen subglacial debris deformed more than 120 times
faster than the clean ice directly above, as illustrated in Figure 3. To explain these observations, the authors
tentatively suggested an important role for unfrozen water in reducing interparticle stresses and thereby
softening the frozen debris. Indeed, unfrozen water as a softening agent has been cited in several ﬁeld and
laboratory studies of frozen debris and will be discussed at length in a later section.
Deformation in debris-ice mixtures can sometimes be recognized in microstructural and textural properties of
debris-bearing ice, even if it cannot be measured directly. Debris-rich basal ice zones have been particularly
instructive in this regard because of the high cumulative strains usually experienced at the base of glaciers.
For example, highly clustered preferred orientations of elongate particles in debris-rich basal ice attest to the
accumulation of sufﬁcient strain in the mixture to rotate and align particles [Holmes, 1941; Lawson, 1979a;
Humlum, 1981]. Microstructural analysis of debris-ice mixtures from the cold-based Taylor Glacier in Antarctica
provide particularly illustrative constraints on deformation processes at low temperatures [Samyn et al., 2008,
2009]. Deformation microstructures around large clasts embedded in dirty basal ice suggested that
a b
c
d
e
f
Figure 2. Photographs of debris-bearing ice in modern glaciers: (a) Deformed laminated-facies basal ice from a terminus
exposure at Matanuska Glacier, AK, USA. Note pen for scale in the lower right. (b) Contorted basal ice with 5–15% sandy
debris by volume, exposed by melting a subglacial tunnel at Engabreen, Norway. (c) Dense, sandy, and silty solid facies
basal ice from the terminus of Matanuska Glacier. (d) Sand- and gravel-dominated englacial debris band exposed at the
glacier surface near the terminus of Storglaciären, Sweden. (e) Englacial ice from beneath a medial moraine, chipped from
the terminus of Emmons Glacier, WA, USA. (f) Temporary tunnel in basal ice of Engabreen, showing relatively clean englacial
ice (cloudy blue-gray) and ~1 m of solid facies basal ice over boulder-strewn bedrock.
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while the dirty ice matrix ﬂowed in a ductile
manner around the rigid clast, relative
motion between matrix and clast was
accommodated by slip across a low-viscosity
interfacial water ﬁlm [Samyn et al., 2005,
2009]. At interfaces between relatively clean
ice and dirty ice within the same stratiﬁed
basal ice units, ribbons of ﬁne, elongated
ice crystals indicated extensive migration
recrystallization and grain-boundary mobility
that could represent localized deformation
[Samyn et al., 2008]. In both Taylor Glacier
examples, the inferred interfacial processes
enhanced bulk strain in the dirty ice,
suggesting that it was weaker than would be
expected from its low temperature and
elevated debris concentration.
Distinctly different behavior can be inferred
from observations in cold englacial debris
bands with more densely packed debris.
Among the most striking examples of this are
the observations of Wakeﬁeld Dort, Jr. and
colleagues at Sandy Glacier, Wright Valley,
Antarctica [Dort, 1967; Dort et al., 1969].
During a fortuitous visit in 1965, these authors
found extensive exposures of interbedded
glacier ice and frozen sand emerging near the
glacier terminus. Exploring further upglacier
suggested that the sand layers were originally
windblown deposits periodically lain down
in the accumulation zone of the glacier,
buried and preserved by subsequent snow
accumulation, and transported downglacier
to be exhumed again near the terminus.
As shown in Figure 4, the sand layers were
deformed during their englacial transport in
a manner consistent with “boudinage,” a
geological process wherein layer-parallel
extension of heterogeneous strata causes
separation of the more rigid layers into
isolated blocks (“boudins”) while the more
ductile material ﬂows into the intervening
voids. This image clearly indicates that the
clean ice surrounding the frozen sand was
signiﬁcantly weaker under the prevailing
temperature and stress conditions during
deformation. More recent observations on
other nearby glaciers have documented
similar englacial features indicating that
frozen sand layers were more resistant to
deformation than surrounding clean ice
[Fitzsimons et al., 1999; Hambrey and
Fitzsimons, 2010].
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Figure 3. Plot of the velocity proﬁle measured by Echelmeyer and
Zhongxiang [1987] in ice-rich subglacial debris exposed in a tunnel
through the base of Urumqi Glacier #1 in NW China. An initially vertical
array of markers, denoted by black circles and capital letters, were
displaced relative to a stationary anchor at the base of the proﬁle. This
ﬁgure summarizes the mean downglacier displacement rate of each
marker and the period over which the mean was computed, as well as
the strain rates computed fromdisplacement gradients. This important
displacement proﬁle, compared with a similar proﬁle in overlying clean
ice, was used to show that frozen debris deformed more readily than
ice under the prevailing conditions there. Data are digitized from
Figures 12 and 13 of Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang [1987].
Figure 4. Photograph of boudinage in alternating layers of clean ice
and ice-poor frozen sand, taken in December 1965 on the surface of
Sandy Glacier, Wright Valley, Antarctica. Investigations in a ﬁrn pit
dug farther upglacier suggest that the aeolian sand layers were
initially deposited conformably on top of snow, frozen and buried
and then advected downglacier through the same stress regimes
experienced by the glacier ice. The relatively small size and angular
edges of the sandy blocks and the clear ductile distortion of the
surrounding ice (visible due to alternating clear and bubbly ice
layers) attest to the relatively strong, rigid behavior of the frozen
sand. This ﬁgure is reproduced from Dort [1967] with permission
from the International Glaciological Society and the photographer,
Dr. Wakeﬁled Dort Jr.
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Deformation structures in the former bed of a cold glacier
can also elucidate the mechanical differences between
frozen debris with different debris textures. Among the
most remarkable examples is an exposure of deformed
Pleistocene sediment in north Norfolk, England, described
in several recent papers [Lee and Phillips, 2008; Phillips et al.,
2008; Waller et al., 2011, 2012]. Extensive glaciotectonic
structures cutting the glacial and preglacial sediments
suggest that the ground was frozen during glacier
advance [Phillips et al., 2008]. More instructive for the
current problem is a diamicton exposure containing
intraclasts of sorted, bedded sand. While the poorly
sorted diamicton surrounding the sand intraclasts
contains abundant evidence of both ductile and brittle
deformations, the preserved primary stratiﬁcation and
sedimentary structures preserved in the sand bodies
indicate that they behaved as more rigid, coherent
masses during the deformation [Waller et al., 2011]. The
preferred interpretation is that the diamicton and sand
units were frozen during deformation but that a greater
ﬁne-sediment content—and thus greater unfrozen water
concentration—rendered the diamicton more deformable at the same stress and subfreezing temperature
conditions than the coarser sands [Waller et al., 2011, 2012].
2.2. Permafrost
Permafrost and seasonally frozen ground are widely distributed throughout high-latitude and high-altitude
terrestrial environments [Williams and Smith, 1989; Zhang et al., 1999]. While seasonal freezing may enhance
weathering and cause heaving of soil in cool midlatitude regions, the relatively shallow penetration of seasonal
ground freezing and complete summer thaw precludes long-term, extensive deformation in a frozen state.
Therefore, most interest in the mechanics of frozen ground pertains to areas with perennially frozen ground
or permafrost. A vast body of literature deals with interactions between man-made structures and frozen
ground, and little of this work will be reviewed here; detailed reviews are available elsewhere [Andersland and
Ladanyi, 2004]. This section focuses primarily on investigations of deformation in natural permafrost slopes
and excavations. The related problem of rock glacier motion is reserved for a separate section that follows.
Although exploration and modest infrastructure development in the Arctic have been ongoing for centuries,
efforts began in earnest following World War II, with expanding resource exploitation and military installation
in the high Northern latitudes [Linell and Johnston, 1973; French, 2003]. Understanding both the short-term
load-bearing capacity and the long-term creep behavior of frozen ground became essential to develop and
maintain infrastructure in these cold regions. Independent efforts to identify the processes responsible for
“periglacial” landform assemblages common to cold regions also required an understanding of the mechanics
of frozen ground.
The composition and texture of frozen ground may vary substantially according to climate and moisture
regime and geology. Several classiﬁcation schemes are available for describing frozen soil, based on the
relative concentrations of solid particles, ice, air, and water, and also on the small-scale structure and
heterogeneity of themixture. An adapted summary scheme is illustrated in Figure 5. Here distinct mechanical
properties are inferred on the basis of the volume fractions of debris and ice [cf. Arenson et al., 2007]. Between
the pure ice and pure debris end-members, one may distinguish dirty ice from ice-rich and ice-poor mixtures
[Murton and French, 1994; Arenson et al., 2007]. The distinction between ice-rich and ice-poor debris generally
coincides with a state wherein the pores between fully load-bearing debris particles is fully saturated with ice.
Ice-poor debris is then characterized by incomplete saturation of pore space with ice. Since real granular
materials have ﬁnite pore volume, debris concentrations in excess of about 89% are unrealistic, and variations
in properties at this extreme relate to the state and degree of saturation of pore space. In contrast, ice-rich
debris is more porous and contains a sufﬁcient volume of ice that the debris particle framework would
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
clean ice
dirty ice
very dirty ice
fluid
transitional
frictional
frictional
(ice-unsaturated)
ice-rich debris
ice-poor debris
Figure 5. A schematic illustration of the nomenclature
and expected mechanical behavior of debris-ice
mixtures. Volumetric debris concentration increases
from top to bottom.
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consolidate if the interstitial ice were melted.
No rigid deﬁnition is available to distinguish
ice-rich debris from dirty ice. However, one
might expect a change in deformation
behavior as debris concentration decreases
from a point where most debris particles
retain frictional contacts with one another
to a point where most particles are fully
suspended in ice. In Figure 5, this has been
arbitrarily placed in the range 40–50% debris
by volume, based primarily on granular
physics theories discussed in a later section.
For the remainder of this paper, the terms
“dirty ice” and “frozen debris” will be used
generally to distinguish between states in
which friction is expected to contribute
(frozen debris) or not contribute (dirty ice)
signiﬁcantly to strength, based on the
volume fraction of debris.
Frozen soil classiﬁcation schemes also allow
for inhomogeneous structure. Though some
frozen soils are relatively massive and lack any clear order or stratiﬁcation, many ﬁne-grained frozen soils
often contain segregation ice, which forms lenses or bands of relatively clean ice separated by blocks or slabs of
more ice-poor soil. A simple distinction can bemade between frozen soils with visible segregation ice and those
without [Linell and Kaplar, 1966]. Further classiﬁcation using the term “cryostructure” has been suggested for
particular features of frozen soils with segregation ice [Murton and French, 1994]. Lenticular and layered facies
have extensive ice lenses and vertical ice wedge or thermal contraction cracks that isolate soil blocks in to
layers or lenses. Reticulate cryostructures have more closely spaced ice lenses and ice-ﬁlled veins or cracks that
divide smaller, more regular blocks of ice-poor soil in a latticelike pattern. Finally, in poorly sorted soils like those
derived from till, coarser gravel and cobble particles may be surrounded by “crusts” of ice, yielding a crustal
cryostructure [Murton and French, 1994]. These cryostructures may presumably impart unique properties to
debris-ice mixtures that are not well characterized by their bulk debris concentration.
A wealth of information on the mechanics of frozen ground has been generated in studies of the Fox permafrost
tunnel near Fairbanks, Alaska (Figure 6). This tunnel was excavated in 1963 by the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) in frozen, gold-bearing gravel deposits overlain by aeolian silt adjacent to
Glenn Creek [Johansen et al., 1988]. A primary purpose of the tunnel was to investigate the technical and logistical
opportunities and challenges associated with tunneling in perennially frozen soil. Since excavation, several studies
have therefore investigated the creep behavior and strength parameters of the tunnel materials. These studies
generally indicated that the ice-rich frozen silt, through which the tunnel entrance was excavated, was weak
compared with the relatively ice-poor frozen gravel [Huang et al., 1986]. Both frozenmaterials, however, exhibited
initially accelerating and subsequent steady state creep that had an exponential sensitivity to temperature, similar
to the behavior of clean ice [Huang et al., 1986; Johansen et al., 1988]. A key result of the tunnel experiments
was that, provided the temperature could bemaintained below about4°C, the frozen soil was sufﬁciently strong
that the tunnel required no artiﬁcial structural support [Pettibone and Waddell, 1971; Johansen et al., 1988]. This
experience alongwith laboratory investigations of frozen soil behavior led to development of temporary trench or
excavation stabilization by artiﬁcial soil freezing [Brace, 1904; Braun et al., 1979; Sanger and Sayles, 1979].
Natural slopes composed of frozen debris may also deform under their own weight in a process some call
permafrost creep or frozen soil creep. Soliﬂuction, a soil creep process also associated with permafrost regions,
normally involves displacements in a surface layer of soil that is only seasonally frozen, and the phase change
between water and ice is a key driver of displacement [Matsuoka, 2001]. Soliﬂuction therefore cannot be
considered a manifestation of deformation of frozen debris. However, several researchers have documented
substantial creep or failure in perennially frozen soils that contribute to downslope transport of debris and
related landform genesis [Mackay, 1993]. For example, landslides and creep in frozen stratiﬁed riverbank
Figure 6. Photograph of the Fox permafrost tunnel outside of Fairbanks,
Alaska, USA. View is toward the back of the “gravel room” at the far end
of the tunnel (see Huang et al. [1986] for detailed tunnel layout and
geology). The path descends at a 12° angle toward a room in frozen
gravel and passes through frozen silt, visible in the tunnel wall on the
right side, foreground. Photo was taken in 2014 by Julie Brigham-Grette,
used with permission.
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materials in northern Canada and Alaska
were investigated by McRoberts and
Morgenstern [1974], Savigny andMorgenstern
[1986b], and Darrow and others [Darrow
et al., 2012]. In each of these studies,
localized slip displacement was found to
occur at depth in ﬁne-grained strata with
high unfrozen water content, while in the
latter two studies, extensive distributed
creep dominated in ice-rich strata [Savigny
and Morgenstern, 1986a, 1986b; Darrow
et al., 2012]. An inclinometry study of
deformation of frozen slopes of the Tibetan
Plateau also showed distributed creep
occurring within ice-rich soil, and
deformation data approximately matched a
power law constitutive relation like that
used for pure ice [Wang and French, 1995].
2.3. Rock Glaciers
Rock glaciers are creeping masses of ice and rock that share many of the properties of both ice glaciers and
permafrost slopes. However, their origin remains the subject of long debate. This review will not contribute
to the debate but will rather adopt the dispassionate view of Berthling [Berthling, 2011] that there may
be rock glaciers derived from frozen talus and rock glaciers derived from debris-covered glaciers. While
these two schools of thought may differ in the interpretation of details and assignment of climatic
signiﬁcance to rock glacier forms, there is little argument that a creeping mixture of rock debris and ice is
among the deﬁning features [Berthling, 2011]. Many, but not all, rock glaciers are lobate in plan view,
and many exhibit curvilinear surface forms evocative of ductile ﬂow that seems in stark contrast to the
behavior one might expect from the angular boulders that usually blanket the surface (Figure 7)
[Wahrhaftig and Cox, 1959; Burger et al., 1999].
Although studies of the internal composition and structure of rock glaciers have been few, a common
observation among the few borehole and geophysical studies is that they are very heterogeneous [e.g.,
Berthling and Etzelmüller, 2000; Haeberli et al., 2006]. Many rock glaciers have extensive zones of clean,
debris-free ice, interbedded with dirty ice or even ice-poor debris [e.g., Kääb and Kneisel, 2006; Ikeda et al.,
2008]. Clearly, the detailed structure is controlled in part by the origin of the debris and ice as well as
the displacement and strain that it undergoes in transit through the rock glacier system [Berthling and
Etzelmüller, 2000]. However, as we shall see, the internal structure can in turn impact the distribution of
strain as well, if nonuniform distribution of debris has a distinct impact on rheology.
While distributed internal ﬂow is observed in most borehole studies of rock glaciers, a large fraction of
the surface displacement is usually focused on a narrow shear zone at depth [Haeberli et al., 2006]. In a
study of Fireweed Rock Glacier in Alaska, Bucki and Echelmeyer inferred from surface measurements that
most of the deformation was focused in a shear zone composed of ice-rich debris at a temperature of
approximately 2°C [Bucki and Echelmeyer, 2004]. Their computed effective viscosity from this study was
7 times smaller than the accepted viscosity for clean glacier ice at the same temperature and stress,
indicating that the debris had a weakening effect on the ice. A similar result was obtained by Ikeda and
others on a small rock glacier in the Swiss Alps that is at the melting temperature throughout its
thickness [Ikeda et al., 2008]. These authors inferred an effective viscosity of the frozen gravel and cobbles
that was smaller than that expected for clean glacier ice and attributed the ﬂow enhancement to the
presence and movement of unfrozen water. Indeed, of the seven borehole studies of rock glaciers
reviewed by Haeberli et al. [2006], all documented ice within a few degrees of the melting temperature
and four recognized distinct zones of concentrated shear at depths between 16 and 30 m below the
surface [Haeberli et al., 2006].
Figure 7. Photo of Muragl Rock Glacier, Swiss Alps (the lobate form
terminating in the valley bottom in the center foreground), and
surrounding periglacial landscape. This ﬁgure is reproduced from
Kääb and Kneisel [2006] with permission from John Wiley & Sons.
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2.4. Other Environments
In recent decades, satellite and rover imagery beyond Earth have provided cold-region geomorphologists
with abundant fodder for investigation and speculation. Lobate debris aprons and related landforms on Mars
have, for example, been compared to rock glaciers on Earth and used to bolster arguments for widespread
Martian glaciation [e.g., Colaprete and Jakosky, 1998; Mahaney et al., 2007]. In many cases, key arguments
supporting these diagnoses hinge upon imperfect models of deformation of debris-ice mixtures [e.g.,
Mangold and Allemand, 2001; Whalley and Azizi, 2003]. Beyond Mars, the spectral properties and surface
landscapes of at least three of the Galilean moons (Callisto, Europa, and Ganymede) suggest that their
surfaces contain mixtures of silicate rock debris and ices [Showman and Malhotra, 1999].
3. Experimental Constraints
3.1. Constitutive Properties of Clean Ice
The ﬂow law for ice is the subject of a vast literature of experimental, observational, and theoretical work. This
work is reviewed in many venues [Hooke, 1981; Weertman, 1983; Budd and Jacka, 1989; Alley, 1992; Cuffey
and Paterson, 2010; Duval et al., 2010], and while the key aspects are discussed below, the reader is referred
to the above-cited papers for details. Ultimately, deformation of ice in a laboratory setting is best described by
Glen’s empirical ﬂow law [Glen, 1955], which for the present purposes may be expressed as
ε˙ ¼ EAσn: (1)
Here ε˙ is the effective strain rate, ε˙ ¼ ½ ε˙ij ε˙ij
 ½
, σ is the effective deviatoric stress σ =½(σijσij)
½, A is a ﬂuidity
parameter (inversely related to a viscosity parameter), and E is a numerical enhancement factor. The ﬂuidity
parameter takes the form of an Arrhenius relation:
A ¼ A0 exp  QRT
 
; (2)
where A0 is a constant,Q is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin.
Glen’s law describes thermally activated dislocation creep for an isotropic crystalline solid and is analogous to
the relationships that describe deformation of metal and rock at high temperatures [Weertman, 1983].
Signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to Glen’s law must be made in the case of strongly anisotropic ice fabric, and while
strain rates can be signiﬁcantly enhanced or inhibited by strong anisotropy, these impacts alone require
separate treatment and are beyond the scope of this review.
The values of Q and n in Glen’s law are determined experimentally but to some degree reﬂect the rate-
limiting mechanism accommodating strain [Duval et al., 1983]. In glacial environments, deformation is often
best represented by n= 3 [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. While there is some rationale for expecting a distinct
deformation mechanism with a characteristic exponent of 3 [Weertman, 1983], some experimental and ﬁeld
evidence suggests that this regime represents the superposition of multiple mechanisms with exponents of
1.0 or 1.8, 2.4, and 4 [Durham and Stern, 2001; Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001; Marshall et al., 2002]. At stresses
less than a few tens of kilopascal, diffusion with n=1 becomes important or dominant [Durham and Stern,
2001; Song et al., 2006b], though experimental observation of this regime is hindered by the challenge of
developing adequate strains at the requisite low strain rates. The power law again becomes inadequate
under deviatoric stresses larger than about a few MPa (or 10 4 10 3 times the shear modulus; [Sinha,
1989]) where shear rates begin to increase exponentially with stress [e.g., Tsenn and Carter, 1987]. This “power
law breakdown” is thought to result from enhanced weakening related to microcracking at high stresses
[Sinha, 1989], and deformation in this regime can be interpreted as the upper yield strength of ice. For the
most dynamic and important glacial and periglacial conditions, however, deviatoric stresses fall between
these extremes and can be adequately represented with a simple power law.
Although a dependence of ﬂuidity on temperature T is explicitly included in equation (2), careful laboratory
experiments indicate that the activation energyQ has an additional temperature dependence when T>10°C
[Mellor and Testa, 1969; Jacka and Jun, 1994]. This additional temperature sensitivity may indicate enhanced
dislocation recovery processes (boundary and pipe diffusion) enabled by unfrozen water along grain
boundaries [De La Chapelle et al., 1999]. This sensitivity to unfrozen water has been factored into Glen’s law in
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a number of ways but is most frequently accounted for by making A a linear function of unfrozen water
content with a relationship of the form:
A ¼ Aref þ αW; (3)
whereW is the unfrozen water content in percent [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. Alternatively, equation (2) may
be altered using an empirical function ofQ derived from laboratory measurements such as those of Jacka and
Jun [1994]. The enhancement factor E is a useful but unpopular [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010] coefﬁcient that
is most frequently employed as a tuning parameter to force Glen’s law to ﬁt ﬁeld observations. Typically,
justiﬁcation for setting E≠ 1 has been any observation of ice composition or structure that cannot be
accounted for within the Arrhenius deﬁnition of A and that (usually) increases the ﬂuidity of the ice. Apart
from anisotropy, the commonly cited reasons for enhanced ﬂuidity are dissolved impurities [Cuffey et al.,
2000b], solid inclusions [Fisher and Koerner, 1986], and crystal size variations [Cuffey et al., 2000a].
Dislocation creep is insensitive to the size of ice crystals [Duval, 2013] and should therefore not permit
enhancement from grain-size variations. However, several studies have indicated that grain-size sensitive
creep can contribute signiﬁcantly to strain in ice at deviatoric stresses below about 50 kPa [Goldsby and
Kohlstedt, 2001]. The most well described creep mechanism with grain-size dependence is diffusion creep,
which results in a linear relationship between stress and strain rate (i.e., n= 1) and is inversely related to grain
size. In diffusion creep, ﬁner-grained ice creeps more rapidly than coarser-grained ice due to the reduced
path length for diffusion. Grain-boundary sliding, whose importance in glaciological settings remains a
subject of debate [Duval and Montagnat, 2002; Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2002; Schulson and Duval, 2009], is
another size-sensitive mechanism that may contribute to creep. Deformation accommodated or limited by
grain-boundary sliding entails a stress sensitivity intermediate between diffusion and dislocation creep
(1< n< 3) [Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001]. Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] found in carefully designed laboratory
experiments that two supplementary grain-boundary sliding (GBS) regimes with n=1.8 and n=2.4 were
important for small grain sizes at stresses within the range typical of glaciers. Each of these creepmechanisms
can contribute to the deformation such that the total strain rate
ε˙ ¼ ε˙diff þ 1ε˙basal þ
1
ε˙gbs2
 1
þ ε˙disl; (4)
where the terms on the right-hand side correspond to strain rates due to diffusion creep, basal glide-
accommodated GBS, GBS-accommodated basal glide, and dislocation creep, respectively. Each strain rate
component may be assigned a different activation energy, n value, and—in principle—enhancement factor
as appropriate to create a multimechanism ﬂow law. While this form of relationship now has sound
experimental basis [Durham and Stern, 2001; Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001], there has been little exploration of
mechanism-speciﬁc enhancement processes and sensitivity to unfrozen water for n≠ 3. For the remainder of
this analysis, therefore, the composite ﬂow law with n=3 is used unless stated otherwise. Expanding the
experimental basis for evaluating the sensitivity of the multimechanism relationship is clearly warranted and
may facilitate better understanding of enhancement processes.
3.2. Unfrozen Debris
In unfrozen sediment, unrecoverable deformation occurs at a threshold stress s according to theMohr-Coulomb
(or simply Coulomb) yield criterion:
s ¼ N’ tanϕ þ c; (5)
where N ’ is the effective normal stress (equal to total normal stress N minus the pore ﬂuid pressure pf ), ϕ is
the angle of internal friction,and c is the cohesion. With the use of effective stress rather than total stress,
this is sometimes called the Terzaghi form of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, and nearly all granular
materials behave in a manner that is broadly consistent with it [Lambe and Whitman, 1969]. An important
feature of this relationship is that it is not a ﬂow law; it does not predict a unique strain rate for each value of
applied stress. Instead, it gives a shear strength for given values of effective normal stress and cohesion below
which no permanent deformation occurs. Permanent strain occurs when the applied shear stress equals the
determined shear strength, but an applied stress in excess of shear strength cannot be sustained without
causing accelerating deformation. The implications of this basic behavior are illustrated in Figure 8 for plane-
strain deformation of dry unfrozen debris (a) and pure ice (b). The important message contained in the
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illustration is that for deviatoric stresses less than the shear strength of the debris, ice undergoes creep at a ﬁnite
rate. In the hypothetical case in which volumes of pure ice and dry debris are loaded in series in plane strain
(as illustrated in the inset of Figure 8a), all of the deformationwould be accommodated by slow creep of the ice.
However, if the deviatoric stress is raised until the Coulomb criterion is satisﬁed (as illustrated by the gray
circle in Figure 8a), permanent deformation of the debris would contribute an amount of shear that would
depend on the relationship between the loading rate and the rate of stress relaxation due to ice creep.
The cohesion term c in equation (5) is a component of strength that is independent of the effective normal
stress and therefore unrelated to friction. It is difﬁcult to measure cohesion directly in practice, and it is usually
estimated by extrapolation of laboratory-derived shear strength values to zero normal stress [Terzaghi, 1996].
In coarse granular debris, true cohesion is negligible. With the addition of ﬁne particles, especially clays,
electrostatic forces between neighboring particles can introduce cohesion, and this can represent the majority
of the strength in some clay-rich soils. In addition to this real cohesion, apparent cohesion can arise as a
consequence of the capillary forces in pore ﬂuids adsorbed onto particle surfaces. Strictly speaking this is not
true cohesion because the ﬂuid tension induces ﬁnite contact forces between particles, and this is more
appropriately considered an effective stress due to negative pore ﬂuid pressure [Lambe and Whitman, 1969].
When testing apparatus are equipped to measure volumetric strain in addition to shear strain, volume change
accompanying shear is often documented [Jewell, 1989]. The Coulomb criterion can then be modiﬁed to
include the effects of this dilatancy or the tendency for interlocking grains to contract or dilate when sheared:
s ¼ N’ tan ϕ þ βð Þ þ c; (6)
where β is a dilatancy angle. Experiments in unfrozen granular media indicate that a given material evolves to
a “critical state porosity” νc that is a function of the effective normal stress and deformation rate [Bolton,
1986]. If the material is initially more porous than νc, compaction occurs along with consolidation and the
apparent friction angle is reduced by an amount proportional to β. If instead it is more compact than νc ,
dilation of pores must accompany shear deformation and the apparent friction angle is increased [Wood,
1990]. These porosity adjustments normally occur at relatively small shear strains (< 10%), during which time
the absolute value of β declines to zero [Bolton, 1986]. If the pores are ﬁlled with a ﬂuid, the porosity
adjustments that accompany shear may induce changes in ﬂuid pressure that in turn inﬂuence the effective
stress, thereby either reducing or increasing strength [Wood, 1990].
3.3. Debris-Ice Mixtures
A vast array of laboratory experiments has been performed on frozen soils, much of it reported in government
reports and conference proceedings. A subset of this work has also been published in the primary literature.
Consistent with common engineering practice, many early experiments used laboratory-made debris-ice
mixtures containing standardized materials whose physical properties are well constrained. A common
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration for deformation rules for unfrozen sand and clean polycrystalline ice. (a) The Mohr-Coulomb
envelope (thick black line with slope ϕ) for deformation of a cohesionless granular material, indicating the maximum shear
stress that can be supported for a given effective normal stress. The upper half Mohr circle illustrates the maximum (σ1) and
minimum (σ3) principal stresses in plane-strain deformation (shown schematically in the inset) and the effective normal
and shear stresses on the expected plane of failure (dotted gray lines). (b) Glen’s ﬂow law for ice with n=3, where deviatoric
stress is plotted as a function of strain rate on linear axes. The dashed gray line connecting the two panels shows a
hypothetical externally applied deviatoric stress and its impact on both the sand and ice, discussed in the main text.
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approach in engineering investigations has been to deform samples in laboratory strength tests. Most often,
these tests are conducted in triaxial or direct shear testing apparatus under prescribed strain rates, and the
mobilized resistance to the imposed deformation is measured. These tests may be called “constant strain rate”
or CSR tests, and they excel at determining the stress at whichmaterials fail or yield. However, some researchers
have argued that those CSR tests do not accurately constrain important behavior and properties of frozen
debris at low-stress and low strain rate conditions that may be more relevant to natural Earth surface settings
[Rein, 1985]. Symptomatic of this mismatch is the common laboratory ﬁnding that frozen soil yields at stresses
exceeding 1MPa [e.g., Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004]. In contrast, where stresses could be measured or
estimated in actively deforming debris-ice mixtures in permafrost and debris-rich glacier ice, stresses were at
least an order of magnitude smaller [Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987; Wang and French, 1995]. Nevertheless,
the results of CSR tests can elucidate some of the key processes and variables that control deformation.
One of the earliest and most inﬂuential laboratory deformation studies of debris-ice mixtures is that of
Goughnour and Andersland [1968]. These authors deformed ice with various concentrations of sand inclusions
at temperatures ranging from 12°C to 4°C. They found that the compressive strength of the mixtures
increased subtly with increasing sand concentration up to about 42% sand by volume. Further increase in
sand concentrations exceeding 42% were accompanied by a sharp increase in strength. These authors
interpreted the transition to rapidly increasing strength to reﬂect the onset of interparticle friction.
Subsequent work extended the range of debris and ice concentrations to ice-rich and ice-poor debris and
indicated that the composite reached a peak strength at high debris concentration but becameweaker as the
mixture became more ice-poor [Baker, 1979]. A similar result was found in higher-temperature direct shear
experiments on undisturbed rock glacier material from the Yukon, Canada, though the relative increase in
strength was subdued compared to colder experiments [Nickling and Bennett, 1984]. In most of these
experiments, the peak strength corresponded to a relatively high debris concentration and when the pore
spaces were completely ﬁlled with ice, and this strength was only weakly sensitive to the rate of deformation
for temperatures below 5°C [Baker, 1979; Parameswaran, 1980; Baker and Jones, 1981]. Higher-temperature
experiments (e.g., 2°C) exhibited more rate-sensitive creep at relatively low shear rates [Baker, 1979;
Bragg and Andersland, 1981].
In ice-saturated and ice-poor frozen debris, strength has been shown to vary systematically with conﬁning
stress up to about 15MPa or more [Alkire and Andersland, 1973; Parameswaran and Jones, 1981]. At higher
conﬁning stresses, peak strength begins to decline as the additional conﬁning pressure induces melting
of pore ice [Parameswaran and Jones, 1981; Ma et al., 1999]. In nearly all strength tests on these dense frozen
soils, peak strength is achieved at strains of just a few percent, after which point the strength declines to a
value similar to the expected strength of the unfrozen debris under the applied conﬁning pressure [Baker
and Jones, 1981; Sayles and Carbee, 1981]. These results for ice-saturated and ice-poor sediments, combined
with the observation that strength is only weakly sensitive to deformation rate, are consistent with
predominantly frictional behavior augmented by a rate-dependent cohesive strength due to deformation of
pore ice. The additional observation that strength increases with increasing dilatancy suggests that a
complex interaction between pore volume change during shear and pore ice ﬂow supplies an additional
strength component [Goughnour and Andersland, 1968; Ladanyi and Morel, 1990].
Ice-saturated, ice-richmaterials with debris concentrations high enough to activate friction but smaller than the
maximum density behave in a somewhat different manner. Experiments with frozen Manchester ﬁne sand
[Andersen et al., 1995] and Fairbanks silt [Sayles and Carbee, 1981] indicate similar frictional and cohesive
strength properties to their denser counterparts. However, in contrast to denser, ice-poor debris, the strength of
ice-rich debris is strongly strain rate and temperature dependent [Sayles and Carbee, 1981]. This imparts a
behavior that is more reminiscent of ice than a granular medium [Andersen et al., 1995; Mangold et al., 2002].
A set of CSR experiments on cold (25 to10°C) ice containing 0–63% by volume 1μm silica beads found that
the mixture always exhibited icelike creep behavior and that increasing bead concentration strengthened
the mixture for concentrations greater than 4% [Yasui and Arakawa, 2008]. The same authors found, however,
that the apparent power law exponent increased from around 3 for clean ice to more than 6 for the mixtures
with higher debris concentrations, a phenomenon also observed in a few other experiments on ice-rich debris
[e.g., Bray, 2013]. Experiments on ice-rich debris obtained from two Swiss rock glaciers are also consistent
with the ﬁnding that the ice phase dominates material behavior [Arenson and Springman, 2005a, 2005b].
Although these results generally point to the same dominant deformation mechanisms, the relationship
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between the strength of the ice-rich debris and dirty ice is not always consistent across studies. Arenson and
Springman’s creep data showed that ice-rich debris near the melting temperature was largely stronger than
pure ice, but very dirty ice with debris concentrations of 5–15% was slightly weaker [Arenson and Springman,
2005a]. Similarly, direct shear creep tests on ice-rich sand and silt at approximately 1°C exhibited creep rates
in the ice-rich debris 5–10 times smaller than clean ice, but dirty ice with relatively low debris concentration
crept more rapidly than clean ice under the same conditions [Weaver and Morgenstern, 1981].
Other experimental constraints on deformation of ice-rich debris and dirty ice are no less perplexing. Nayar
et al. [1971] studied creep of ice in tension with 0.5–1% silica nanoparticles 0.015μm in diameter. The
addition of particles increased the creep strength by a factor of 10–30 compared to pure ice at temperatures
ranging from22 to2°C, similar to the effect of dispersoid particles in hardenedmetal alloys. Similar results
were obtained by Hooke and coauthors for dirty ice containing ﬁne sand and deformed in uniaxial
compression at 7.4 to 9.4°C [Hooke et al., 1972]. In these experiments, volumetric sand concentrations
varied from zero to about 35%, and creep rate was monitored under a constant stress of about 550 kPa. With
one exception, increasing sand concentration led to a decrease in creep rate. Much attention has been paid
to the exception, however, wherein creep rate increased by 40% for a sample containing 2.1% sand. This data
point might have been a ﬂuke, and indeed, the data for small debris concentrations exhibit considerable
scatter. However, the fact that similar behavior has been documented in later experiments (as discussed
above) suggests that it could reﬂect a real phenomenon. Further evidence supporting this has been provided
by Baker and Gerberich [1979], Yasui and Arakawa [2008], and Song et al. [2005], among others. On the
other hand, creep experiments conducted by Jacka et al. [2003] failed to show any systematic change in
creep rate as debris concentration was varied from 0 to 14.5% by volume at 12°C and 130 kPa.
An intriguing group of experiments that may shed some light on the puzzle was recently published by Song
and colleagues [Song et al., 2005, 2006a, 2008]. Using a unique creep apparatus, the authors investigated the
micromechanical behavior of pure ﬁne-grained ice and ice containing 1–4% silt-sized particles. An important
observation in one set of experiments was that dislocation density was systematically larger in dirty ice
than clean. Since macroscopic creep by dislocation glide is a function of both the velocity and density of
dislocations, increased dislocation density facilitates faster creep in the dirty ice [Song et al., 2005]. In a
separate cyclic creep study, these authors were able to isolate the contributions to strain by dislocation glide
and grain-boundary sliding as temperature, applied stress, and debris concentration were varied. The results
suggested that the presence of intergranular debris inhibited grain-boundary sliding and eliminated the
high-temperature increase in activation energy that otherwise characterizes clean ice. As a consequence,
dirty ice creep rates were reduced in comparison with clean ice [Song et al., 2006a]. A competing effect,
investigated by the same authors in a third study, arises because debris particles promote a reduction in the
mean ice grain size, possibly due to nucleation of new grains at grain boundaries immobilized by particles.
The resulting grain-size reﬁnement enhances grain-boundary sliding and can result in higher creep rates in
dirty ice [Song et al., 2008]. Evidently, these three processes can operate simultaneously and the resulting
impacts on the strength of dirty ice compared with clean ice will depend on the arrangement of debris
particles with respect to grain boundaries, the stress regime, and the temperature.
As indicated above, observations of weak frozen debris at high temperatures are often attributed to the
effects of unfrozen water. While the role of unfrozen water is often mostly a target for speculation, a few
researchers have developed clever ways to investigate its effects. Of particular note are experiments by Ogata
and others [Ogata et al., 1983], Nixon and Lem [Nixon and Lem, 1984], and Hivon and Sego [Hivon and Sego,
1995], who studied the strength characteristics of several different saline soils. Unfrozen water content is a
function of the proximity of the prevailing temperature to the melting point and solutes can depress the
melting temperature of water ice [e.g.,Watanabe and Mizoguchi, 2002]. Therefore, saline soils can be used to
investigate the effects of unfrozen water, in addition to their inherent relevance in coastal settings. Indeed,
Ogata and others [Ogata et al., 1983] showed that the impact of salinity on the strength of frozen debris
was primarily related to its impact on the amount of unfrozen water at a given temperature and not the
presence of salt itself. In frozen sands above about 20°C, they found that increasing salinity (and therefore
unfrozen water) resulted in a substantial decrease in strength that paralleled the decreasing volumetric ice
concentration [Ogata et al., 1983]. Finer-grained saline soils also became uniformly weaker with increasing
unfrozen water, but the rate of strength decrease with unfrozen water varied with the soil texture [Ogata
et al., 1983; Hivon and Sego, 1995]. Possible reasons for the differences in behavior among ﬁne-grained soil
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include variable contributions of cohesive strength unrelated to pore ice (e.g., electrostatic forces) [Hivon and
Sego, 1995] or texture-related differences in movement of unfrozen pore water that caused experiments to
behave as though they were “undrained” (nonhydrostatic pore ﬂuid pressures develop during deformation and
inﬂuence effective stresses and therefore intergranular friction) [Ogata et al., 1983; Nixon and Lem, 1984].
A ﬁnal set of experimental observations warrants discussion before proceeding with a constitutive model.
Recent high-temperature triaxial creep tests on ice-rich Fairbanks silt demonstrate clear power law behavior
similar to ice and to the ice-rich debris described above, but at low stresses (less than about 200 kPa) there
was an apparent increase in the power law exponent that resembles a stress threshold [Bray, 2012, 2013].
The volumetric debris concentration of the test samples was sufﬁciently low that minimal contribution from
frictional strength could be expected. A similar temperature-sensitive apparent threshold stress has been
previously documented in frozen silt by Zhu and Carbee [Zhu and Carbee, 1987] and was recently noted in
creep tests on ice containing 12% dust by volume [Goldsby et al., 2013].
4. Summary of Observations
In this section, the ﬁeld measurements and laboratory results outlined above are evaluated and synthesized and
key processes controlling the observed deformation of debris-icemixtures summarized. In addition to boiling the
problem down to its most salient elements, this synthesis aims to isolate the ﬁrst-order variables essential to
developing a useful quantitative framework for modeling deformation. A qualitative review and synthesis of the
key laboratory results through the early 1980s relevant to frozen sands was provided by Ting and others [Ting
et al., 1983]. The conceptual model developed therein serves as a useful starting point for the present purpose.
According to Ting and coauthors’ framework, the creep resistance and yield strength of debris-ice mixtures
may be conceptualized as a cumulative effect of several independent sources of strength, engaged and
changing as a function of the volumetric debris concentration [Ting et al., 1983]:
1. At 0% debris, resistance to deformation is only provided by the (rate-dependent) strength of clean
polycrystalline ice.
2. Increasing debris concentration interferes with unobstructed ﬂow of ice and leads to modest strengthening
up to around 40% debris by volume.
3. With further increase in debris concentration, interparticle friction and a process they term “structural
hindrance” set in. Structural hindrance is a somewhat ambiguous strength component that can be
viewed as the resistance to rearrangement of debris particles due to the presence of rigid, conﬁned pore ice.
4. As debris concentration increases further and the packing density of particles consequently increases,
the frictional strength of the soil skeleton increases and dilatancy of the debris particles opposed by
pore ice becomes a ﬁnal strength component.
Mixture strength is maximized when the debris concentration corresponds to its maximum packing density
and the pores are completely ﬁlled with ice. For completeness, a continued reduction in volumetric ice
concentration can be added to the picture, though it results in the gradual loss of strength rather than an
additional strength component. This framework provides a sound basis for understanding the impacts of
changes in debris volume fraction in relatively coarse soils but offers no insight into additional variables that,
as we have seen, can rival and counterbalance debris concentration in its effects on deformation properties.
Ting’s model also applies most directly to ultimate failure of debris-ice mixtures and may not very directly be
applied to long-term creep deformation.
A broader, more inclusive conceptual framework should account for the most conspicuous observations from
both ﬁeld and laboratory studies and should apply to a variety of debris textures and within the entire range
of temperature and stress relevant to the terrestrial surﬁcial environments of interest. A compilation of some
of the key results that this framework should account for is illustrated in Figure 9. Observing that the
geophysicist’s interest is often not in the ultimate yield of thesematerials but in their long-term creep dynamics
and strain distribution, amore germane conceptual model deals with strain mechanisms in addition to strength
components. Key elements of this broader framework, drawn from the literature reviewed above as well as
adapted from Ting’s framework, are distilled into three key components as follows:
1. Stress- and temperature-dependent ice creep exerts a dominant inﬂuence on mixture behavior when
debris concentrations are smaller than about 40% by volume.
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a. Isolated debris particles can have multiple effects on the fundamental ice creep mechanisms, possibly
including pinning dislocations, as in dispersion-hardened metals [Geissler and Croft, 1988]; inhibiting
grain-boundary sliding; nucleating new dislocations, thereby increasing dislocation density; and
promoting grain-size reﬁnement, thereby enhancing grain-size sensitive creep.
b. Unfrozen interfacial water can apparently relax interference between debris and ice.
c. Interfaces between very dirty ice and clean ice can localize deformation, particularly in the presence of
interfacial water.
2. From the onset of frictional particle interaction upward to the maximum packing density of debris, shear
opposed by friction and rate limited by pore ice deformation and pore water ﬂow governs deformation
at small strains.
a. Little or no signiﬁcant deformation occurs for applied stresses less than the frictional strength of the
particle network, but this strength component is small compared to ice strength.
b. Above the small frictional threshold, creep may occur at low stresses under little or no conﬁnement.
c. As ice saturation is decreased, either by replacement with unfrozen water or air, friction is relatively
unaffected but the temperature- and rate-sensitive cohesive component of strength is diminished.
3. At all debris concentrations, the abundance and distribution of unfrozenwater and its ability to support non-
uniform stress and migrate through the debris-ice network affects the interaction between ice and debris.
a. Increasing solute concentration at a given temperature below freezing increases the unfrozen
water volume.
b. Fine-grained debris supports more unfrozen water at a given subfreezing temperature than
coarse-grained debris.
From this framework, it is clear that the key variables inﬂuencing the deformation behavior of debris-ice
mixtures are debris concentration, debris particle size, stress/strain rate regime, and unfrozen water
concentration (and therefore temperature and solute content). In the next section, quantitative
representations of the constitutive properties of debris-ice mixtures are reviewed, with special attention
paid to the role of these key variables.
5. Theoretical Approaches
Quantitative descriptions of constitutive properties may take several forms, according to the requirements of
the researcher and application. Deformation of debris-ice mixtures has been quantiﬁed using at least three
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Figure 9. Compiled data from select laboratory experiments and ﬁeld measurements of deformation of debris-ice mixtures,
compared with theoretical models of the strength of suspensions of particles in viscous ﬂuids. Debris concentration is
shown on the horizontal axis and normalized resistance to deformation on the y axis. Only experiments and observations
in which data for pure ice was also obtained were included. Normalized resistance to deformation was computed from
them by normalizing strength or creep stress of a debris-ice mixture to that of clean ice. Each data set was obtained at a
uniform strain rate and temperature.
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different strategies. Among the most common strategies, used particularly for design purposes by engineers,
employs a general creep equation of the form ε= f(σ,T, t), where ε is strain and t is time [Ladanyi, 1972; Vyalov
et al., 1979; Fish, 1994]. This approach allows very precise description of the time-dependent behavior of
debris-ice mixtures under a particular temperature and stress state. However, practical application of these
creep models usually relies on input data and empirical parameters derived from speciﬁc laboratory
experiments, and the models may be best suited to describing and interpreting the experiments themselves.
Interested readers are referred to reviews provided elsewhere for further details on these creep models
[Fish, 1994; Andersland and Ladanyi, 2004]. A preferred approach would depend only on fundamental
physical properties of the relevant materials and a limited number of empirical parameters.
A very simple approach that meets these preferred criteria is to idealize the debris-ice mixture as a creeping
suspension of rigid particles suspended in a viscous ﬂuid [e.g., Jeffrey and Acrivos, 1976]. The simplicity of this
idealized strategy is attractive, and the merits of this approach are therefore outlined below. A more complex
alternative that meets most of the preferred criteria is to assemble mechanistic relationships that describe the
relevant deformation processes and their interactions, employing empirical relationships as necessary but
limiting the use of parameters to those that can easily be measured or estimated from prior work. This section
will focus on this latter strategy, while the section that follows will evaluate the utility of these approaches.
While many of the components of mechanistic models for debris-ice mixtures do exist, some of the essential
components of the conceptual framework outlined in the last section have not been quantiﬁed in this
context. Therefore, where necessary, quantitative relationships derived from other related disciplines are
adapted for use here. I take advantage of similarities in properties and behavior between debris-ice mixtures
and other multiphase composites that have a more extensive existing quantitative framework. These
parallels include rock, magma, concrete, ﬁlled polymers, and dispersion-strengthened metal alloys, among
others. Clearly, additional theoretical and experimental veriﬁcation may be required to substantiate some of
the parallels drawn herein, and this represents a natural avenue for further work.
5.1. Suspension Approach
For some applications, a debris-ice mixture may be treated as a viscous suspension [Mangold et al., 2002;
Arenson and Palmer, 2005]. Idealizing ice as a viscous ﬂuid continuum in which suspended solid particles are
passively transported allows the use of simple relationships between volume fraction of particles f and the
composite viscosity. A basic premise behind many of these relationships is that strain is accommodated only in
the ﬂuid phase, such that for a given stress, ε˙∝ ε
:
0 1 fð Þ, where ε˙ andε:0 are the strain rate of the suspension
and the pure ﬂuid, respectively. Albert Einstein proposed in 1906 that a dilute suspension of solid spheres
increased the apparent viscosity of the ﬂuid according to ηr=1+ c1f, where ηr is the relative viscosity (viscosity
of the composite divided by that of the pure ﬂuid) and c1 is a constant between 1.9 and 4.0, often given as
2.5 [Einstein, 1906; Karato, 2008]. While Einstein’s relationship can account for general suspension behavior at
low solids fractions, it is thought to underestimate resistance to deformation as f grows [Jeffrey and Acrivos,
1976]. To better describe larger values of f, Roscoe [1952] proposed the revised form ηr= (1 c2f ) 2.5, which
becomes inﬁnite as f approaches 1/c2, a value that I will call fm. A similar relationship was derived and compared
favorably with limited laboratory data for debris-bearing ice by Arenson and Palmer [2005]. A variety of
additional empirical suspension models are also used to better match observations, with varying degrees of
success [Thomas, 1965; Mangold et al., 2002].
The rapidly increasing viscosity with increasing f represents a transition from ﬂuid behavior to largely
frictional behavior with a ﬁnite yield stress. In the discipline of granular physics, this transition is sometimes
referred to as the ﬂuid or glass transition, where force chains in contacting networks of solid particles ﬁrst
become extensive enough to resist an externally applied load. For uniform spheres arranged randomly
and subjected to only self-weight compaction, the theoretical value of f for “random-close packing” is
approximately 0.64 [Jaeger and Nagel, 1992]. This ﬁgure can increase when multiple grain sizes are present.
However, ﬁnite yield stress is achieved even for smaller solids fractions down to the “random-loose
packing” fraction, which is between 0.52 and 0.56 for uniform spheres. The lower limit of f for loose packing
grows with an increase in size gradation [Brouwers, 2006], but this can be offset if particles are nonspherical
and lack a particle fabric [Delaney et al., 2011]. Thus, a reasonable expectation is that frictional grain
interactions for spheres at f> 0.52 cause a change from predominantly viscous to predominantly frictional
resistance to deformation.
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As summarized earlier, a similarly abrupt viscous-to-frictional transition in the mechanical behavior of debris-
bearing ice has been demonstrated in experiments, although often at a lower value of fwhichwill be referred to
as fc . Goughnour and Andersland [1968] and Baker [1979] recognized this transition at fc = 0.4–0.42 in laboratory
experiments conducted at temperatures below 10°C. A similar phenomenon has been described in the
context of dense granular suspensions or pastes, and thus, some physical constraints on its origin may be
postulated [Frankel and Acrivos, 1967]. As a dense suspension undergoes macroscopic shear, rearrangement of
particles causes interparticle distances to change. This tendency is resisted by the pressure gradients that cause
strain in the pore ﬂuid. With increasing particle fraction, the mean interparticle distance eventually becomes
small compared to particle size, and the strain rates in the pore ﬂuid must correspondingly increase. The
locally increased strain rates do not contribute additional bulk strain but instead increase the rate of viscous
dissipation for a given increment of bulk strain, leading to greater overall resistance to shear. Tanaka and
White’s [1982] extension of Frankel and Acrivos [1967] solution (which in turn is a modiﬁcation of Roscoe’s
idealization) describes the resulting enhanced viscosity of dense suspensions in non-Newtonian ﬂuids:
ηr ¼
9
8
f=fmð Þ1=3
1 f=fmð Þ1=3
" #2χ1
; (7)
where, as above, ηr is the ratio of the viscosity of the suspension to the viscosity of the pure suspending
ﬂuid and χ is a constant (~0.8). The effect of the increased strain rates where particles approach one
another has been described as an effective “repulsion” that tends to inhibit direct particle contact [Coussot
and Ancey, 1999]. The Einstein, Roscoe, and Tanaka and White models are shown along with select data
in Figure 9 above.
While the idealization of debris-bearing ice as a ﬂuid suspension or slurry is mathematically straightforward
and reasonably consistent with select experimental data on ice [Mangold et al., 2002; Arenson and Palmer,
2005], it fails to capture some of the most interesting and perplexing behavior. In particular, suspension
models do not account for the properties of ice that derive from its crystalline nature and its presence in
Earth surface settings at or very near its melting temperature. These interactions between solid grains and
ice—sometimes in the presence of unfrozen water and solutes—must be understood on a scale sufﬁciently
small that the continuum approximation for ice ﬂow is no longer valid. At this scale, dislocation motion,
grain-boundary processes, and interfacial interactions are important and must be part of a complete
understanding. The presence of unfrozen water at temperatures approaching melting further complicates
the suspension idealization by adding a second, much less viscous, ﬂuid phase. Nevertheless, some
elements of the suspension model remain useful as a point of reference and constrain the limits of ﬂuid
and frictional regimes.
5.2. Mechanistic Approach
5.2.1. Processes in Dirty Ice
Much of the traditional analysis of ice ﬂow summarized earlier draws extensively from work in metallurgy
and materials science [Nye, 1951; Weertman, 1983; Alley, 1992]. The expected behavior of dirty ice is no
exception, in that some of the early investigators interpreted their results within the framework of
dispersion-hardened metals [Nayar et al., 1971; Hooke et al., 1972; Baker, 1978; Geissler and Croft, 1988].
Dispersion-hardening is the process of introducing small amounts of solid impurities into a metal alloy to
improve its resistance to creep [Hart, 1972; Nabarro and De Villiers, 1995]. The basic mechanics of this
phenomenon are discussed here to assess the applicability of the principle to ice containing less than about
42% debris by volume.
To the extent that debris-bearing ice can be likened to dispersion-bearing metal alloys, the constitutive
relations of the latter may be adapted to describe the former. Figure 10 illustrates the close relationship
between particle inclusions and dislocations highlighted by etching [Kuroiwa and Hamilton, 1963], which is
analogous to metal-dispersion interactions. The primary “direct” effect of solid impurities in metals is referred
to as Orowan hardening [Hazzeldine, 1992] and represents an additional resistance to creep due to
interactions between moving dislocations and dispersoid particles. In its original formulation, advancing
dislocations were expected to pass particles by bowing around them and reconnecting on the other side.
This process is activated when applied stress exceeds a threshold stress σth. In the simplest case, this
threshold stress is a function of the “Orowan stress” needed to loop a dislocation around the particle, thereby
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lengthening the dislocation line [e.g.,
Nabarro and De Villiers, 1995]. This stress is
in turn a function of particle size r and
distance between particles l and may be
written for an idealized case:
σOr ¼ Gbl  r : (8)
For themore general case where particles are
randomly distributed, this may be altered:
σOr ¼ 0:84MGb
2π 1 νð Þ1=2 l  rð Þ
ln
r
b
 	
; (9)
where G is the shear modulus of the matrix,
b is the Burger’s vector, ν is Poisson’s ratio
(ν=0.3), and M is the Taylor factor (M=3)
[Lund and Nix, 1976; Arzt, 1991]. The stress
threshold above which dislocations can bypass particle inclusions may be approximated as a simple function
of the Orowan stress [Reppich, 1998]:
σth ¼ CσOr (10)
where C is a poorly deﬁned numerical constant (0<C< 1) that depends on the mechanism by which
dislocations pass or detach from particles, as discussed below. When the applied stress exceeds σth, creep of
particle-bearing ice may be described by a modiﬁed version of Glen’s law with a threshold stress:
ε˙ ¼ EA σ  σthð Þn; (11)
where σ> σth. In this relationship, A may also be adjusted to increase the effective activation energy as in
the case of metals [Arzt, 1991], but the experimental basis for making such an adjustment in ice is lacking.
Not surprisingly, as the volume fraction f of particles increases, the interparticle distance l decreases and
the Orowan stress rises. However, for a given f, an increase in particle size (and therefore corresponding
decrease in the number of particles per volume)
reduces the Orowan stress. Comparison of
predictions from equation (11) with laboratory data
from Hooke and others [Hooke et al., 1972] indicates
that Orowan hardening can explain most of the
strain rate reduction with increasing f in those
experiments (Figure 11).
In practice, the threshold stress can be reduced
signiﬁcantly if dislocations can bypass particles
without looping but instead by climb or detachment,
resulting in reduced dislocation line lengthening
[Arzt, 1991; Reppich, 1998]. These bypass mechanisms
are thermally activated and thereby reduce the
threshold stress in proportion to temperature.
Many attempts have been made to quantify this
reduction in threshold stress for metals, often
through the equivalent of a simple numerical
change in C in equation (7). Estimates of the value
of C range as low as 0.13 for detachment and as
high as 0.45 for climb bypass [Reppich, 1998], while
at low temperatures, classical Orowan looping still
Figure 10. Image showing etch pits in ice highlighting dislocation
segments surrounding a particle in ice obtained from Mendenhall
Glacier, Alaska, USA. This ﬁgure is reproduced from Kuroiwa and
Hamilton [1963] with permission from MIT Press.
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Figure 11. Plot of normalized creep rate (creep rate of dirty
ice divided by that of clean ice) as a function of debris
concentration measured in the laboratory by Hooke et al.
[1972] (black circles). The predicted reduction in creep
rate for the same experimental parameters derived from
the basic Orowan equation (equation (11)) is also shown
(solid line).
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dominates and C as high as 1 remains theoretically
possible. The functional form of temperature
dependence is unknown, so it is expressed here:
σth ¼ C Tð ÞσOr: (12)
Experimental observations are required to evaluate
whether such a relationship is valid for ice and to
identify the functional form of the dependence of
C on T [Arzt, 1994].
When applied stress is just above the threshold σth
in equation (8), the strain rate is strongly sensitive
to stress. This presents the appearance of high
values of n that decrease toward the particle-free
value at higher stress, as illustrated in Figure 12.
Below the stress threshold, equation (8) predicts
zero creep. However, at high temperatures creep is
observed in laboratory experiments at stresses far
below the theoretical threshold. A model proposed
by Rosler and Arzt [1990] successfully predicts the
low-stress relaxation of the threshold effect in
metals in terms of a stress-dependent activation
energy. The strain rates in this low-stress relaxation
regime are typically orders of magnitude smaller than those in particle-free metals under the same
conditions, so for the purposes here may be considered negligible. Diffusion creep in this low-stress regime
may also contribute to, or dominate strain, as elaborated below. Nevertheless, nonzero creep rates can be
expected in particle-strengthened materials even at low stresses [Arzt, 1994].
Much of the theory outlined above was developed for metal alloys with oxide particles on the scale of
nanometers to microns. While the governing dislocation dynamics are expected to be closely analogous for ice
ﬂow processes, key differences do exist between the general metallurgical case and the reality of debris-ice
mixtures. In particular, the particles present in glaciers may range in size frommicrons to decimeters, in some
cases exceeding the size of ice crystals. There is insufﬁcient evidence from prior work on dirty ice to
determine whether this makes application of the metallurgical relationships inappropriate. However, a likely
divergence between practical metal alloy mechanics and dirty ice deformation stems from the frequent
presence of the melt phase of ice (i.e., water) at grain boundaries and multigrain junctions, an effect that is
explored further in the next section.
Dispersed particles may have additional effects on shear resistance by inﬂuencing dislocation density and ice
grain size. As discussed earlier, there is some experimental evidence that particles can act as net dislocation
sources, thereby increasing the dislocation density compared with particle-free ice [Song et al., 2005]. Since the
macroscopic creep rate is proportional to ρdbv where ρd is dislocation density and v is dislocation velocity,
an increase in dislocation density results in a proportional increase in creep rate if the mobility of dislocations is
not affected independently. The latter point is uncertain, however, and an increased density of dislocations
piled up at obstructions would have the opposite effect. Inclusions can retard grain-boundary migration,
effectively “pinning” grain boundaries [Song et al., 2005; Durand et al., 2006] and nucleating more rapid growth
of smaller grains during dynamic crystallization [Song et al., 2006a] resulting in a ﬁner average ice grain size.
Whereas typical grain sizes in glaciers often exceed 1 cm, grain-boundary pinning in ice containing large numbers
of ﬁne particles can reduce the grain size manyfold. For small values of f, the limiting grain size dl= 4r/3f.
Thus, for example, the limiting grain size for ice containing 1% uniformly distributed coarse silt would be
approximately 4mm. Using a form of the ﬂow law with a separate grain-size sensitive creep term, the ﬂow
enhancement as a function of grain size E∝ d p and p=0.5 [Baker, 1978]. This slightly silty ice could therefore
be as much as 58% more ﬂuid (less viscous) than 1 cm ice. This contrast would only be important, however,
under low stresses where grain-size sensitive mechanisms dominate creep. If grain-boundary sliding is indeed
impeded by grain-boundary particles, the only process achieving net enhancement would be diffusion creep.
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Figure 12. Stress-strain rate plot of two experiments reported
by Goldsby et al. [2013] on dusty ice. The experimental results
at 7°C (black squares) and 25°C (black circles) suggest
the presence of a temperature-dependent threshold stress,
belowwhich no deformation occurs. Superimposed are model
results computed using equations (11) and (12) with C equal
to 0.04 and 0.1 at 7°C (heavy solid line) and 25°C (heavy
black dotted line), respectively. Horizontal and vertical dashed
lines correspond to threshold stress and clean ice creep
rate, respectively.
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5.2.2. Effects of Unfrozen Water
Particles may increase the unfrozen water content
in ice in at least three ways. First, premelted liquid
ﬁlms exist at ice-particle interfaces even to
temperatures as low as40°C [Barnes et al., 1971].
Second, curvature of the interfaces between
particle, water, and ice phases causes a relative
depression of the bulk melting temperature.
Finally, particle surfaces may provide solute ions
that further depress the melting temperature.
Together, these processes result in increasing
unfrozen water with an increase in speciﬁc
particle surface area (surface area of particles
per unit volume of debris-bearing ice) and
increasing temperature. These effects are reviewed
individually below.
The physics of interfacial premelted water ﬁlms
have been investigated by numerous authors
and are discussed in excellent reviews by Dash
et al. [1995, 2006] and Wettlaufer and Worster [Wettlaufer and Worster, 2006]. The interfacial premelting
phenomenon in debris-ice mixtures is thought to be related to Van der Waals intermolecular forces. A ﬁlm of
decreasing thickness with declining temperature minimizes free energy of the system. For a planar interface,
this ﬁlm thickness is approximately
δ0 ¼ λΔT13; (13)
where ΔT is the positive difference between the temperature T and the bulk melting point Tm. The parameter
λ may be estimated as [Cahn et al., 1992]
λ ¼ 2ξ
2ΔγTm
ρsL
 1
3
: (14)
Here ξ is a molecular length scale, Δγ is the difference in free energy of a wetted (i.e., premelted) versus
unwetted interface between ice and particle, ρs is the mass density of the particle, and L is the latent heat of
fusion. Premelting may only occur when Δγ is positive.
When the ice-solid interface is curved, as around particles with radius r, the adjusted ﬁlm thickness δ is
δ ¼ δ0 1 2γslTm3ρsLrΔT
  
: (15)
For a unit volume of ice with particles of radius r, the volume fraction of particles is f=4/3πr3Np , where Np is
the number of particles. The surface area ap of these particles is ap=3f/r, so the volume of water per unit
volume of debris-bearing ice (or equivalently the unfrozen water fraction) is
W ¼ 3fδ
r
: (16)
Under the assumption that this interfacial water can act to soften ice in the way described earlier for clean ice,
equation (3) may be used to estimate the ﬂuidity enhancement due to the unfrozen water fraction premelted on
particle surfaces. The relationship in equation (13) between unfrozen water content and temperature raised to a
power of ⅓ is broadly consistent with established power law relationships of the form W= ζTω [Andersland
and Ladanyi, 2004, p. 32]. Predicted unfrozen water concentrations using equations (13)–(16) are compared with
empirical estimates of some representative frozen sos in Figure 13. While temperature is the primary variable
in the empirical representation, the surface area of debris particles provides the substrate for premelting and
hosts the unfrozen water, as conveyed through equation (16). The present model is limited to spherical
particles, which minimize the surface area to volume ratio of the debris, thereby also providing a minimum
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constraint on the unfrozen water. The effects of a
ﬁner particle size fraction and nonspherical shapes
can be substantial. Figure 14 and Table 2 illustrate
the extent of differences in particle surface area
between idealized spheres and soils with
appreciable silt and clay content, such as the Athena
silt loam. Though the ratio of the median particle
diameters is less than a factor of 6, the silt loam has
over 3600 times the surface area for a given mass
of debris, likely due to the presence of much ﬁner
grains with high surface area to volume ratios.
From equations (16) and (4) this difference could
clearly result in a substantial difference in ﬂuidity.
For particular soils where the speciﬁc surface area
(SSA) is known or can be measured, equation (16)
can be simpliﬁed and improved by converting SSA
to units of area per volume and substituting the
result for 3f/r.
The mitigating effects of unfrozen water on
the strengthening that results from particle
interference with dislocations can now be
evaluated. Incorporating the estimates of unfrozen
water from equations (13)–(16) into the analysis of
dirty ice strength via equation (4) combines both the added strength from particle-dislocation interactions
and reduction in strength due to increased unfrozen water. A necessary assumption is that unfrozen water at
particle surfaces acts in the same way that water at triple junctions and grain boundaries acts and which
forms the basis for equation (4). De La Chappelle and others [De La Chapelle et al., 1995, 1999] contend that
the increase in ﬂuidity of ice with increasing unfrozen water results from relaxation of internal stresses,
perhaps through annihilation or enhanced climb of dislocations at barriers. If this is correct, altering A
through equation (4) to reduce stress is appropriate. Figure 15 shows this strategy employed for silty ice at
1°C and compared with laboratory measurements [Bray, 2013]. The striking agreement between the
laboratory results and the model is partly a result of using C in equation (10) as a ﬁtting parameter, but the
shape of the function is independent of C.
This parameter, which was deﬁned in this analysis as an obstacle bypass or detachment parameter, to my
knowledge, has never been applied in ice ﬂow analysis, even though several experimentalists have
considered the metallurgical analogy with ice [Nayar et al., 1971; Hooke et al., 1972; Geissler and Croft, 1988;
Durham et al., 1992]. There is, as a consequence, no precedent or interpretation for its meaning or
signiﬁcance apart from the deﬁnition in the context of metals. Observations of the strength of dispersion-
strengthened metals at high temperature indicate that dislocations can bypass particles at a fraction of the
Orowan stress estimated from equation (9) [Heilmaier and Reppich, 1999]. The various models for the
detachment or bypass process remain unveriﬁed, but most appeal to relaxation of dislocation tension at the
interface between the metal matrix and
the particle inclusions. While diffusion-
accommodated climb has been
demonstrated to provide signiﬁcant
relaxation, some have argued that a
different interfacial relaxation process
is energetically more advantageous in
most metallic systems [Rosler and Arzt,
1990]. However, as debris in ice is
surrounded by a relatively efﬁcient
diffusion path in unfrozen interfacial
water, one interpretation is that
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Figure 14. Log-log plot showing the relationship between
surface area and mean particle diameter for uniform
spheres (heavy black line), spherical ﬁne sand particles (black
circle), and three other soils given in Table 2. The gray region
is bounded below by the line for spheres, which minimizes
surface area for a given diameter, and an arbitrary upper
bound that illustrates the tendency for ﬁner particles to
have more tabular or elongate shapes. CS =Calgary silt;
ASL =Athena silt loam; SMCT= Saints-Martyrs-Canadien till;
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Table 2. Characteristic Particle Size and Speciﬁc Surface Area (SSA) of
an Idealized Spherical Fine Sand and Three Texturally Different Soils
From North American Cold Regions
Material
Median Particle
Size, D50 (mm)
SSA
(m2/g)
Uniform ﬁne sand 0.1 0.023
Saints-Martyrs-Canadien tilla 0.013 15
Calgary silta 0.007 50.3
Athena silt loamb 0.017 83
aKonrad [1999].
bAndersland and Ladanyi [2004].
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dislocation climb is a favorable mechanism that
relaxes the ice-particle interaction, as constrained
by the rate of boundary diffusion. In this case,
C might be expected to scale with temperature
because of its impact on the thickness of unfrozen
interfacial water. Figure 16 shows the apparent
threshold stress, digitized from plots in Bray’s [Bray,
2013] and Goldsby and others’ [Goldsby et al., 2013]
papers, plotted against temperature. Clearly, the
threshold stress does depend strongly on
temperature, but it also evidently depends on
another variable (e.g., speciﬁc surface area) that
differs between the two sets of experiments.
Further theoretical and experimental analysis of
this system is clearly required.
In addition to promoting dislocation recovery,
unfrozen water at the ice-particle interface may
also locally alter the primary mechanisms of strain
accommodation in the vicinity of particles. Slip
displacement and molecular diffusion along the
interfacial water ﬁlm can assist in relative motion at the ice-particle interface [e.g., Sofronis and McMeeking,
1994]. This process could become increasingly effective at reducing internal resistance to shear with
increasing water ﬁlm thickness and increasing particle concentration. This effect has only received cursory
speculation in the literature pertaining to particle-bearing ice and merits more thorough consideration.
Depending on the particle composition and speciﬁc surface area, particle surfaces may be an important source
of soluble ions [Mitchell and Soga, 2005]. Solutes reduce the freezing temperature of water in proportion to their
concentration, thereby increasing the ﬁlm thickness by an amount proportional to the depression of the
freezing point [Dash et al., 2006]. Solutes consequently reduce effective ice viscosity by increasing the unfrozen
water content at a given temperature relative to pure ice. This effect will be greatest for large solute
concentrations (although still dilute), where a simple colligative law independent of ionic composition may be
used [Dash et al., 1995]. In this case, the depression of the melting point ΔTm≡ Tm0 Tm may be estimated as
ΔTm ¼ mKf ; (17)
where m is the molality of the solution and Kf is an empirical constant [Dash et al., 2006]. Typical solute
concentrations in bulk glacier ice are on the order of 10 4 10 6 mol kg1 water, and for Kf=1.86 K kg mol1
this would yield vanishingly small changes to the
unfrozen water content and ice ﬂuidity. However, in
ice near the melting temperature, many solutes
tend to be excluded from crystals to grain-boundary
veins (and presumably ice-particle interfaces) so
that the solute concentration is often asmuch as 104
times greater than the bulk concentration [Cuffey
et al., 1999]. The resulting freezing point depression
causes an effect similar to elevating temperature in
increasing the unfrozen water fraction in pores.
5.2.3. Processes in Ice-Rich and Ice-Poor Debris
Where f is sufﬁciently large that particle interactions
begin to dominate the transfer of stresses through
the composite medium, frictional behavior ensues.
The behavior is then governed by interparticle
friction and a strain rate and temperature-dependent
cohesion due to pore ice, as formalized in the
Coulomb criterion in equation (5).
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Figure 15. Stress-strain rate plot of creep of ice-rich Fairbanks
silt at 1°C from Bray [2013] (open circles) compared with
model predictions accounting for both a threshold stress and
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Figure 16. Plot of the apparent threshold stress as a function
of temperature, digitized from Figure 14D of Bray [2013] (solid
diamonds) and Figure 2 of Goldsby et al. [2013] (open circles).
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Behavior broadly consistent with equation (5) is usually observed in laboratory experiments on frozen soils,
provided that ice cohesion is properly represented. Nearly all such experiments, whether in triaxial, uniaxial,
direct, or simple shear conﬁgurations, deform relatively homogeneous frozen material in which the applied
load (or imposed strain) is transferred directly to the particle skeleton from the device [e.g., Goughnour
and Andersland, 1968; Alkire and Andersland, 1973; Baker, 1979; Bragg and Andersland, 1981; Arenson and
Springman, 2005b]. In most glacial and some periglacial environments, the forces transferred between
particle contacts may not reﬂect the externally applied normal load in the same way. Due to the ﬂuid nature
of ice, particles are supported equally on all sides in the absence of a deviatoric stress and therefore exert
negligible forces at particle contacts [Drewry, 1986]. In the presence of a deviatoric stress that induces traction
on the boundary of a body of debris-bearing ice, forces transferred between particles can be appreciable.
If gradients in pore ice or pore water pressure exist within a mass of debris-bearing ice (e.g., as a result of
dilatant shear), locally reduced pore ﬂuid support and drag from ice inﬁltration or water ﬂow can transiently
increase the interparticle friction. Thus, deﬁning the effective stress N ’ in equation (5) is not straightforward
and requires knowledge of the local stress ﬁeld and its interaction with the debris. As a ﬁrst approximation,
equation (5) may be rewritten with the effective stress N ’ replaced by the deviatoric stress σ:
s ¼ σ tan ϕ þ βð Þ þ c: (18)
Despite this simpliﬁcation, it must be noted that shear strain accompanied by volume change can result in
nonhydrostatic pore ﬂuid pressures that modify the stress ﬁeld [Ladanyi and Morel, 1990]. Furthermore, if
sufﬁcient strain develops to disrupt the continuity of pore ice across a shear zone, some or all of the hydrostatic
support of grains may be lost, with signiﬁcant consequences for the local stress ﬁeld.
According to the Coulomb criterion, permanent deformation cannot occur under deviatoric stresses less than s.
However, unlike unfrozen granular materials in which cohesion is largely invariant, the ice matrix imparts
intrinsic rate dependence to post yield deformation. A constitutive relation that combines the frictional yield
threshold with viscous ﬂow resistance has been used by Ladanyi [2006] to predict creep of frozen debris on a
slope. This can be expressed in the present notation as
γ˙ ¼ EA τ  sð Þ2N1=2ϕ
h in
; (19)
for τ ≥ s, where τ is shear stress, γ˙ is the shear strain rate, and
Nϕ ¼ 1þ sinϕ1 sinϕ (20)
is the ratio of maximum to minimum principal stresses at failure. Solving for τ shows that equation (19) has
the form of a Herschel-Bulkley medium, a nonlinear viscoplastic ﬂuid [e.g., Ancey, 2007]:
τ ¼ sþ 1
2
N1=2ϕ
γ˙
EA
 1=n
: (21)
The rate-dependent term on the right-hand side is therefore identiﬁed as a component of shearing resistance
that is independent of the normal stress, much like cohesion [Mitchell and Soga, 2005]. Indeed, pore ice has a
ﬁnite strength in the absence of a conﬁning stress due to adhesion between ice and particles or to the
strength of the ice itself, or both. No explicit adhesion term is shown in equation (21), and this could be
viewed as a weakness of the expression, given the large-magnitude adhesive strength that can develop at
ice-mineral interfaces [Jellinek, 1959]. However, observations in the laboratory often indicate that yield
preferentially occurs within pore ice rather than at particle-ice interfaces, suggesting that neglect of adhesive
effects may be warranted.
Strength tests in the laboratory typically ﬁnd that the resistance to deformation of debris-ice mixtures is
dominated by the cohesive strength components and are relatively insensitive to the debris packing density,
particularly at cold temperatures [Bragg and Andersland, 1981]. At a certain strain rate, however, resistance to
continued deformation is limited by a rate-independent yield strength, at which point the ice fails in a brittle
manner. Post yield resistance to deformation then reverts to a value close to the frictional shear strength
s [Arenson and Springman, 2005b], though refreezing of pore ice can restore cohesion in some cases.
While a rigorous treatment of yield should account for pore-scale yielding of ice [Beilin and Yakovlev, 1978]
and disruption of ice-particle adhesion [Ting et al., 1983; Da Re et al., 2001], these complex effects have yet to
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be formally evaluated in a way that accounts for the
three- or four-phase nature of the problem.
However, a ﬁrst-order approximation for the brittle
yield strength of a debris-ice mixture is the yield
strength of an equivalent volume of ice in which
particles represent incipient cracks. Schulson and
coauthors [Schulson et al., 1999; Schulson, 2001;
Schulson and Duval, 2009] have developed a model
for compressive and shear failure in ice containing
preexisting ﬂaws. This model estimates the stress at
which cracks may grow and coalesce to become a
macroscopic shear zone. Among the key variables
is the size of the preexisting cracks or ﬂaws that
may be exploited. In a study of industrial analogues
for debris-ice mixtures, Da Re and others [Da Re
et al., 2001] suggested the use of the particle size
for the ﬂaws. Adopting this strategy, an estimate of
the yield strength σy is
σy ¼ 2K Icﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6ωrc
p
1 μið Þ
(22)
where KIc is the critical stress intensity factor for ice (~150 kPa), ω is a geometric ratio that accounts for crack
dynamics, rc is the crack (~particle) radius, and μi is the coefﬁcient of sliding friction of ice on ice, which is
temperature dependent [Schulson, 2001]. Strength tests have regularly indicated that yield strength varies
with temperature, such that warmer ice fails at a lower stress [Bragg and Andersland, 1981]. This may be
manifested in equation (22) not only by varying μi as a function of temperature based on ice friction
experiments [Kennedy et al., 2000] but by observing that the incipient “cracks” grow with an increase in
unfrozen water ﬁlm thickness.
A general ﬂow rule for creep of ice-rich and ice-poor debris may now be assembled from equations (18) to (22).
For τ< s, intergranular friction prevents any permanent deformation. When s< τ< σy, equation (21) predicts
creep according to a modiﬁed Glen’s law, and the material fractures if τ = σy. Figure 17 shows the behavior
of this scheme for an arbitrary set of input values. The transition region between creep and fracture is
shown in Figure 18, where this model is compared with data from two strength experiments on frozen sand
[Bragg and Andersland, 1981]. Fitting the yield strength in the above model to the data set required
changing μi as a function of temperature, based on values given in Kennedy and others [Kennedy et al.,
2000]. For the creep component of deformation,
it was assumed that n= 3 and A was computed
using equations (1)–(3) and recommended
parameter values from Cuffey and Paterson
[Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]. The enhancement
factor E was then adjusted until the predicted
strain rate at the brittle-ductile transition matched
the observations from the data set [Bragg and
Andersland, 1981]. The best match required
E= 0.001 for both data sets, suggesting that some
unconstrained but temperature-insensitive
property of the ice caused it to be more viscous
than expected with our best parameter values.
6. Evaluation of Constitutive Relations
The quantitative relationships outlined in the
previous section are only useful to the extent that
they can explain or predict that the behavior of
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Figure 17. Generic stress-strain rate plot of deformation of
frozen debris according to equations (18)–(21). The expected
composite deformation is shown in the heavy black line, while
the thresholds for mobilizing interparticle friction and for
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debris-ice mixtures as the key variables of interest is varied. While this review has not elaborated the details of
the general time-dependent creep equation, there is little doubt that with the correct input parameters one
could produce accurate predictions of creep. However, because we often do not have access to the necessary
input parameters for each material of potential interest in either a remote ﬁeld site or in a numerical model,
the practical utility of such an approach is limited.
Both the idealized suspension model and the mechanistic model, however, require only system properties
and a limited number of parameters as inputs. The suspension models have the advantage of requiring only
one system property, the volumetric debris concentration. Depending on which suspension model is
employed, there are one or two additional numerical parameters that can be constrained experimentally or
adopted from the literature. As a ﬁrst-order approximation and for estimating things like strain distribution
in a sequence of dirty glacier ice as a function of debris concentration, these models can in some cases
capture key phenomenological patterns, as illustrated by the correspondence between the Roscoe
relationship and the Hooke et al. [1972] data set shown in Figure 9. This appears to be particularly true for cold
debris-ice mixtures, where mitigating effects of unfrozen water are minimal.
For many of the particular cases of interest, however, the suspension rules in their original form cannot
capture key properties and processes. An obvious ﬂaw is that they cannot predict composite viscosity for
debris concentrations greater than fm , the critical or maximum concentration corresponding to the maximum
possible packing fraction. Even for f slightly smaller, both the linear Roscoe and nonlinear Tanaka and White
suspension models predict unreasonably high viscosities. The other key variables highlighted above are also
unaddressed in suspension models. The varied and complex effects of unfrozen water at ice-debris interfaces
are necessarily absent from consideration. There is no functional particle size dependence, whereas many
observations indicate that particle size—because it governs both the number of particles and surface area of
particles for a given volume fraction—can have a strong impact on both the effective viscosity and the yield
stress [Warder and Andersland, 1971]. For many purposes, therefore, suspension models can both overestimate
and underestimate composite strength particularly in systems warmer than about 10°C.
Modiﬁcation of suspension models is possible and could improve their utility. For example, McMeeking and
coauthors have considered the impact of an interfacial lubrication ﬁlm between an inclusion and matrix in a
general composite [Sofronis and McMeeking, 1994; Kim and Mcmeeking, 1995]. Their models allowed for
decoupling and tangential slip of matrix over the inclusion as well as boundary diffusion across the interface
and showed that the two effects together could reduce or even eliminate the strengthening effects of added
inclusions. Incorporation of this and similar physical processes could improve the ability of suspension
models to capture the variety of phenomena observed in debris-ice mixtures. However, the added complexity
and increased number of parameters would eliminate the appeal of this type of model, possibly without
the empirical grounding in ice physics that is the foundation of the mechanistic model approach discussed in
the previous section.
The mechanistic model summarized above was assembled by quantifying the most conspicuous
observations from ﬁeld studies and laboratory experiments, using theoretical and empirical relationships for
debris-ice mixtures where possible but borrowing physical principles from allied disciplines when necessary.
This model was deliberately limited to consideration of the processes and variables necessary to capture
key phenomena that are not captured in the suspension models. From the quantitative relationships in
section 5.2.3, volumetric debris concentration, particle size, temperature, salinity, and internal ice friction can
account for many of these phenomena along with several known and measurable material properties and a
few adjustable parameters. The key variables and their typical values in terrestrial near-surface settings are
listed in Table 3. Only one of the adjustable parameters, the dislocation bypass or detachment parameter C,
has a poorly constrained meaning and value, as addressed in section 5.2.2. The impact of variations in this
parameter can be seen in Figure 19, where normalized resistance to deformation computed from this model
is plotted against debris concentration f for three different values of C for a ﬁne sand with reasonable
properties and stress for basal glacier ice. The axes of this plot are similar to the left half of Figure 9. When C is
high (~0.8), the creep resistance increases signiﬁcantly with f, similar to the suspension theories and several
data sets. This might correspond to a fairly cold debris-bearing basal ice with little unfrozen water. When C is
as low as permitted by existing metallurgical theory (~0.14), creep resistance actually decreases with
increasing debris concentration due to the large amount of unfrozen water available at that temperature.
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This case would be more appropriate for temperate or near-freezing dirty ice, such as that found commonly
in basal ice layers of glaciers.
For all values of f, the fundamental equation in the mechanistic model that is similar in form to the
relationship described by Ladanyi [Ladanyi, 2006] can be expressed as a power law with a threshold stress:
ε˙ ¼ EA σ  σthð ÞΓ½ n: (23)
Here the deﬁnition of σth has been broadened to mean either a stress arising from the interaction between
debris particles and dislocations or an interparticle frictional strength, depending on f. The parameter Γ
is unity for f< fc and 2N
1=2
ϕ otherwise. Regardless of the origin of this threshold, it has a strong impact on
the mixture resistance to deformation when stresses are smaller or slightly greater than σth . This effect
can be seen in Figures 12, 15, and 17. In Figure 15, for example, where ice containing approximately 40% silt
by volume is modeled at 1°C, this dirty ice has substantially different properties than clean ice under
the same conditions. At a constant applied stress just below about 220 kPa, the model predicts that
clean ice would creep at an appreciable rate of up to 5 × 107 s1 (more than 15 a1), but the silty ice would
be rigid, consistent with an extrapolation of Bray’s data set [Bray, 2013]. However, at a stress only 2 or 3
times larger, the silty ice would be substantially weaker than the clean ice. When the threshold stress is the
result of interparticle friction, the model predicts a very similar pattern (Figure 17), but there are few
experimental constraints against which to test the behavior at this lower end of the creep relationship for
friction-dominated systems.
The upper bound on ice-rich and ice-poor debris yield strength was approximated by the strength of pure
ice, appealing to the common experimental observation at cooler temperatures that yield is more likely to
cleave pore ice than it is to break adhesive bonds
between debris and ice. However, if the origin of
this adhesion is linked to the hydrodynamics of
premelted interfacial water as inferred by Jellinek
[1959], increasing the thickness of unfrozen
interfacial water with increasing temperature or
salinity should lead to degradation of the adhesive
strength. This might favor preferential yield at
the ice-particle interface and as a consequence
promote a progressive weakening effect with
increasing debris concentration toward the
maximum packing fraction, as the stronger
component of pore strength—the ice in this case
—becomes less abundant. This effect might
further lead to creep at very low stresses if poor
drainage of interfacial water permits nonhydrostatic
water pressures to develop.
A more complete mechanistic treatment of this
three- or four-phase problem (particle, ice, water,
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Figure 19. Simulations using the mechanistic model for dirt
ice to predict resistance to deformation as a function of
debris concentration for a uniform ﬁne sand and three different
values of C.
Table 3. System Properties and Variables Exerting a Strong Inﬂuence on Deformation in theMechanisticModel, Their Common Values, and Their Role in Deformation
Variable Symbol Common Values Impact on Deformation
Particle fraction f 0–0.8 Higher f increases area of ice-particle interface and number of particles for a given r;
when f> fm, further increase requires more dilatancy for deformation
Particle size r 107–101m Larger r results in fewer particles and smaller surface area for a given f
Temperature T 20–0°C Higher T softens ice via equation ((2)) and increases unfrozen water
content at ice-debris interfaces
Solute concentration m 0–4mol/kg Elevated m at grain boundaries depresses melting temperature and
increases unfrozen water content
Orowan detachment factor C 0.13–0.84 Decreasing C lowers the threshold stress for dislocation bypass of particle inclusions
Ice-ice friction μi 0–0.7 Higher values increase the yield stress for brittle fracture of ice and thus the
brittle-ductile transition
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and air) for higher-temperature deformation is required if we wish to be able to predict and interpret creep in
frozen materials with debris concentrations on the higher end of the spectrum. These models need to be
informed by additional laboratory studies, particularly those aimed at sorting out the precise role of unfrozen
water in low-stress, high-temperature creep experiments. Numerical experiments like those performed by
Arenson [2004] can also make important contributions along this frontier.
7. Summary and Implications
A primary objective of this review was to assemble key laboratory results, theory, and ﬁeld observations to better
characterize the constitutive behavior of debris-ice mixtures over a range of conditions relevant to Earth’s surface
and near-surface environments. A distillation of the relevant literature suggests that constitutive properties are
primarily a function of debris concentration, particle size, temperature, and solute concentration. Observations
and model predictions inspired by them suggest that different combinations of these variables can lead to
behavior of a debris-icemixture that is vastly different fromboth the pure ice and unfrozen debris end-members.
At the outset, twomajor constitutive regimes were distinguished: one in which debris concentration is small and
deformation is controlled exclusively by the ice matrix (dirty ice) and a second in which debris concentration
is sufﬁciently high that deformation is limited initially by interparticle friction (frozen debris). While these two
broad regimes appear to be generally valid in light of observations, there is good experimental evidence and
now theoretical rationale for a threshold stress even at low debris concentrations. The origin of this threshold
stress and the variables that control it remains uncertain, but the rheological implications are important.
In both regimes, unfrozen water appears to play an important role as temperature nears the melting point.
Unfrozen water exists naturally in small amounts at grain boundaries and three-grain junctions in ice but
becomes more abundant in debris-ice mixtures due to premelting and solutional freezing point depression at
debris-ice interfaces. This unfrozenwater can have a directmechanical impact of lubricating relative displacement
between ice and particle and modulating stress transfer at ice-particle or particle-particle contacts. A more
thorough understanding of these effects may require additional laboratory experiments and numerical
simulations. Unfrozen water also has the indirect effect of relaxing the interference between particles and
ice dislocations. At present, there is not a well-developed experimental or theoretical basis for quantifying
this latter effect in debris-ice mixtures, but its apparent effect, in concert with the direct mechanical effect,
is to reduce or eliminate debris-induced strengthening in high-temperature debris-ice mixtures.
Two statements that often appear in the frozen soil mechanics literature may need revision in light of the
observations and model results reviewed herein. The ﬁrst is the assertion that debris-ice mixtures are
stronger than either of the end-member components. However, as exempliﬁed in Figure 15, a given mixture
can be both weaker than and stronger than clean ice (or dry debris) if the applied stress crosses the threshold.
The second, somewhat related axiom is an assumption that in engineering design, a conservative approach
to hedging against instability of frozen soil is to use strength parameters for ice [Andersland and Ladanyi,
2004]. Apparently, ice-rich debris at temperatures sufﬁciently high to sustain substantial unfrozen water
can be weaker than clean ice at the same stress and temperature, both in terms of its creep resistance at
intermediate stresses and its failure strength at higher stresses.
The prospect of both a threshold stress and mitigating unfrozen water associated with debris in ice has
implications for the dynamics of glaciers, rock glaciers, and frozen slopes. Amass of dirty ice or ice-rich debris on
a slope would be rigid near the surface, but as deviatoric stress increased with depth, the threshold would
eventually by surpassed and intense localized shear could occur. This is consistent with many of the
observations of pluglike ﬂow in rock glaciers and permafrost slopes reviewed above [Savigny and Morgenstern,
1986a; Haeberli et al., 2006]. Dirty basal ice at the bottom of a glacier might be expected, therefore, to
accommodate a large fraction of the glacier’s motion, particularly where the dirty ice is close to the melting
temperature and the overlying ice is cold, as was the case at Urumqi Glacier [Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang, 1987].
The apparent importance of unfrozen water in weakening debris-ice mixtures points to a subtle climate
sensitivity that has not been easy to quantify. While very cold debris-icemixtures would likely show no particular
response to a few degrees warming, debris-icemixtures that currently residewithin a fewdegrees of themelting
temperature couldweaken substantially as the equilibriumunfrozenwater fraction grows. Cold and polythermal
glaciers and areas of warm and discontinuous permafrost could experience accelerated ﬂow or failure as the
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atmosphere warms. Whether such a change in stability will be detectable will depend not only on the trajectory
of future climate changes but also on the lag times characteristic of these large and varied systems.
On a smaller scale, the dynamics of icemasses and frozen groundmay be sensitive to spatial variations in debris
concentration. Cryostructure in permafrost and stratiﬁcation or banding in debris-bearing glacier ice (e.g.,
Figures 2a–2d) might have an important inﬂuence on kinematics of deformation in those settings. Whether
they are viewed macroscopically as sources of anisotropy in the bulk medium or as potential zones for strain
localization, spatial variations in mixture properties should have an important impact on both dynamics and
structure development. The sand intraclasts in deformed basal diamicton described earlier provide a striking
example of strain partitioning within a heterogeneous debris-ice mixture. While both the sand and diamicton
units are thought to have been frozen during deformation, the frozen sand was clearly more rigid, only
separating into coherent blocks but retaining primary sedimentary structures. In contrast, the silt and clay-
rich diamicton was extensively deformed, bending and shearing around the rigid sand blocks [Waller et al.,
2011]. This observation is consistent with model predictions provided that deformation occurred at relatively
warm subfreezing temperatures, in the presence of abundant unfrozen interfacial water.
Recognizing strain heterogeneity in ﬁeld examples of glacial and periglacial debris-ice mixtures or landforms
may not often be as simple as the above example. Indeed, a given material may have undergone multiple
phases and styles of deformation leading to the state strain at the time of observation. For example, when
ice-rich or ice-poor debris is deformed to sufﬁcient strains that pore ice is fractured or “rubblized” [Arenson
and Springman, 2005b], subsequent strain may be focused in a relatively discrete shear zone where the
cohesive strength is minimized. Indicators of the magnitude of strain or displacement may be missing or
difﬁcult to decipher in such cases, even if strains were dynamically signiﬁcant. The ﬁeld observations of
Echelmeyer and Zhongxiang [1987], for example, were unable to isolate whether the strain they documented
in the frozen subglacial debris was pervasive or accommodated by a small number of discrete shear bands.
The focus of this review has remained on temperature and stress regimes appropriate for terrestrial surface
and near-surface settings, with temperatures generally greater than about  20°C and deviatoric stresses
less than a few MPa. Within this range, brittle yield or pressure melting of ice should not be common, but
unfrozen water at ice-particle interfaces may be. At higher stresses and lower temperatures, the softening
inﬂuence of unfrozen water should become insigniﬁcant, while brittle failure of debris-ice mixtures may
become a predominant deformation style. These conditions might rarely be encountered in terrestrial
settings but will be important in some planetary environments where debris-ice mixtures occur [Durham
et al., 2009]. A similar constitutive framework may still apply there with high values of C and with proper
treatment of yield and post yield behavior. There are, however, some indications that a threshold-based
constitutive model underestimates strength at planetary temperatures and stresses, suggesting that additional
processes not reviewed here must be taken into account [Durham et al., 1992].
As indicated in various places above, there are many other unanswered questions and untested hypotheses
that can serve as the basis for future work. Many of these questions relate in some way to the interaction
between the deforming ice and debris and the unfrozen water at their interface. While some recent
laboratory creep experiments have produced many promising results, much more experimental and
theoretical work will be required to develop a more complete understanding.
Symbol Units Meaning
ap m
2 Surface area of debris particles per unit volume ice
A Pan s1 Fluidity factor for Glen’s law (equation (1))
A0 Pa
n s1 Fluidity factor (equation (2))
Aref Pa
n s1 Reference ﬂuidity factor (equation (3))
b m Burger’s vector magnitude
c Pa Cohesion in yield criterion
c1 Constant in Einstein’s suspension model
c2 Constant in Roscoe’s suspension model
C Bypass or detachment coefﬁcient for threshold stress (equation (10))
dl m Limiting grain size due to grain-boundary pinning
E Strain enhancement factor
Table of Symbols
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Symbol Units Meaning
f Volume of debris particles per composite volume
fm Maximum debris volume fraction for suspension models
fc Debris volume fraction at onset of interparticle friction
G Pa Shear modulus of ice
h Slenderness ratio for comb-crack dynamics (equation (22))
KIc Pa Critical stress intensity factor for opening-mode crack growth
Kf K kg/mol Empirical constant describing freezing point depression
l m Distance between debris particles
L J/kg Latent heat of fusion for ice
m mol/kg Molality of solutes in interfacial water
M Taylor factor, a geometric deformation parameter
n Exponent in Glen’s ﬂow law (equation (1))
N ’ Pa Effective normal stress
Np Number of particles per unit volume
Nϕ Ratio of maximum to minimum principal stress at frictional yield
p Grain-size exponent in grain-size sensitive creep
pf Pa Pore ﬂuid pressure
Q J/mol Activation energy (equation (2))
r m Debris particle radius
rc m Crack radius
R* J/mol/K Universal gas constant
s Pa Frictional shear strength
t s Time
T K Temperature
Tm K Melting temperature
Tm0 K Melting temperature in the absence of solutes
v m/s Dislocation velocity
W % Unfrozen water concentration (equation (3))
α Coefﬁcient for ﬂuidity enhancement by water (equation (3))
β Dilatancy angle for granular material
γ˙ s1 Shear strain rate
γ J Interfacial free energy
γsl J Solid-liquid interfacial free energy
Γ Friction-activation parameter (equation (23))
δ m Thickness of an unfrozen interfacial water ﬁlm
δ0 m Thickness for planar unfrozen interfacial water ﬁlm
ε Strain
ε˙ s1 Strain rate
ε˙0 s
1 Reference strain rate
ε˙ij s
1 Strain rate tensor component
ε˙diff s
1 Strain rate due to diffusion creep
ε˙basal s
1 Strain rate due to glide-limited grain-boundary sliding
ε˙gbs2 s
1 Strain rate due to grain-boundary sliding limited glide
ε˙disl s
1 Strain rate due to dislocation creep
ζ Kξ Prefactor in empirical rule for unfrozen water content
λ m K1/3 Premelting coefﬁcient (equation (14))
μi Friction coefﬁcient of ice on ice
ηr Ratio of suspension viscosity to pure ﬂuid viscosity
ν Poisson’s ratio
νc Critical state porosity of a granular medium
ξ m Molecular length scale (equation (14))
ρb m
1 Dislocation density
ρs kg/m
3 Mass density of debris particle
σ Pa Effective deviatoric stress
σij Pa Stress tensor component
σth Pa Threshold stress for creep (equation (10))
σOr Pa Orowan stress threshold for looping dislocations (equation (8))
σy Pa Yield strength of ﬂawed solid
τ Pa Shear stress on an arbitrary plane
ϕ Angle of internal friction for granular material
χ Exponent in non-Newtonian suspension models (equation (7))
ω Exponent in empirical rule for unfrozen water content
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